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ABSTRACT
An Analysis of Dyadic Conflict Among Toddlers

September 1983
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,
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Sp.A., Eastern Michigan University, M.S., University
of Massachusetts
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Professor Richard

S.

Bogartz

Conflict is a common occurrence in the play of toddlers.

The pur-

pose of the present study is to provide a description of toddlers'
conflicts, including:

the circumstances and theme of conflict interac-

tions, the expression or course of the conflict, and its conclusion or

resolution.

Interactive, event-based observational data were obtained

on 170 interactions, of which 101 contained conflict, among seventeen

subjects in two day care settings.
The findings of the study confirmed the marked preponderance of

object-mediated interactions in toddlers' dyadic play.

Object play re-

sulted in more than the expected proportion of conflicts, while positive
verbal exchange and motor play resulted in fewer than expected conflicts.
These conflicts beginning as object play tended to develop as object

possession struggles.

Conflicts beginning with motor activity, disjoint

activity, or friendly touching tended to develop into physical aggression.

The conflicts containing physical aggression were resolved with

adult intervention or termination of the dyad.

Verbal resolution

attempts without adult participation were observed only in conflicts

V

without physical aggression.

Older toddlers employed more verbal

threats or demands, and their conflicts were
more likely to end in disengagement, compared with younger toddlers.

Younger toddlers received

more adult interventions, and seemed more able to
use adult aid to facilitate conflict-free play.

Size differences within a dyad were not

related to the course or resolution of conflicts.
On the basis of current and previously published findings,
it was

hypothesized that a major function of conflict among toddlers is
social
exploration.

Conflict provides otherwise unobtainable information about

characteristics of specific relationships, and about relationships in
general.

Conflict may be a normal and necessary part of the development

of relationships among toddlers.

Familiarity may mean to the toddler

that the relationship has a past and a future, so it merits exploratory
efforts.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Presentation of the Topic

This study is an investigation of the sequence of events surrounding conflicts that arise during dyadic peer interaction among toddlers.
By "toddlers"

I

mean the children who have achieved fairly competent bi-

pedal locomotion, roughly the 18 to 36 month age group.

Before this

period, the child's social world is typically dominated by relationships

within the family.

After this period, it is common for other relatives,

neighbors and friends to play significant roles in the child's social
life.

Peer interaction is of particular interest because it provides an

opportunity to examine the social abilities of toddlers without the confounding influence of the superior social skills of adults or older
children.

Social partners who are older and more competent seem to be

able to accommodate the younger child's communicational limitations and
to take disproportionate responsibility for the quality of the interac-

tions.

Research on mother-infant interaction has shown that the course of

their social interchange is influenced by the behavior of each partnerIn this sense, they both act in ways which regulate the interaction.

may seem unreasonable to assiame that very young infants mean to use
their behavior in that way.

One might rather suppose them to be

1

It
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biologically disposed to issue various automatic
indications of their
internal state, which the mother perceives as a
reliable index of the

infant's response to the immediate situation.

She may or may not alter

her behavior in response; in either case, the adult
takes responsibility
for the interpretation of and response to the child's
signals.

Yet, the

infant's reactions to the mother's behavior often appear to be
attempts
to elicit from her a satisfactory degree of responsiveness.

It seems

likely that the mother's dependable, differentiated responses to the
infant's differentiated displays are what enable the infant to detect

and replicate these contingencies.

Such events are then plausibly

labelled communicative in intent.
At the inception of social experience with peers, toddlers are already able to produce social messages which familiar adults receive as
if they were more or less comprehensible, but their messages to peers

frequently evoke unexpected or inconsistent responses.

From the adult

observer's standpoint, early toddlers appear to be better senders than
receivers (except for their comprehension of some speech)
at or before the age of

3,

.

In contrast,

most children can use speech to initiate,

regulate, and terminate their interactions.

A Comparative Perspective

On first consideration, it may seem surprising to find that such

young children are equipped (or adapted) to function in social situations so far removed from impact on their immediate survival.

Peer

relationships are unlike the mother-infant relationship in that the

3

latter makes evolutionary sense because of
biological dependency.

The

function of the peer relationship has been addressed from
a comparative

perspective.
Suomi

&

Harlow (1975) suggest that peer interaction allows for and

supports the development of
(2)

(1)

discrimination of friends vs. strangers,

intragroup role assignment, and

upon their study of rhesus monkeys.

(3)

adequate sexual behavior, based

Rosenblum, Coe

Bromley (1975)

&

observed that among pigtail macaque, bonnet macaque, and squirrel monkeys, the normal course of socialization results in the integration of
the individual into the conspecific social group; juveniles mostly play

together, and their play seems to mediate the growth of new social

attachments.

Mason (1975) reports studies of rhesus monkeys and chim-

panzees from which he hypothesized that play experience "facilitates the
development of communicative skills and forms the foiandation of adult
social relationships"

(p.

528).

Lamb (1977) generalizes across non-

human primates, claiming that playful interaction serves the critical

purpose of allowing the practice of essential social skills related to
sex, dominance, and non-verbal communication.

While admitting the

importance of that kind of social experience, Konner (1975) doubts that
it occurs with peers, if peer is taken to mean a near age-mate.

He

writes

—

The comparative perspective is that peer relations do not exist not
in the human environment of evolutionary adaptedness nor in socie[T]he nearly
ties of animals most closely related to man.
ubiquitous play group is a nonpeer, multiage group of juveniles.
The advantages of the multiage composition of play groups for transmitting nongenetic aspects of behavior in higher animals, for protecting yo\anger childre, and for facilitating smooth integration of
Peer relations
infants into a wider social world, are clear.
.

.

.

.

.

.
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m

human infancy are almost entirely an artifact
of laboratory investigations and of child care conditions in advanced
industrial
states.
In this context, we can begin to understand the
bizarrely
inept forms of social behavior which we know in the laboratory
and
nursery as "parallel play" and "collective monologue." Infants
are
inept in relating to one another for the simple reason that they
were never called on to do so during millions of years of evolution.
[T]hey may have been selected for a specific dependency of
normal development process on the input from such a multiage child
group (pp. 122-3)
.

.

.

Konner's argument about the value of the multiage group seems
sound.

It suggests that the developmental opportunities provided by

interaction vary according to the age discrepancy between the participants, such that certain age combinations optimally facilitate some

developments while other combinations favor other developments.

Al-

though strict agemates may not have much to learn from each other about

advanced social behavior, the learning opportunities which are available

with peers should not be underestimated, e.g., general patterns of mutual engagement, differentiated social responses to differentiated

social objects, and new uses of inanimate objects.

infant social behavior is not so inept.

Mueller thinks that

He argues that peer relations

were neither selected for nor against in h\aman evolutionary past;
rather, at present it is cultural evolution which creates the situations
in which infant peers interact (Mueller

&

Vandell, 1979)

Significance of Conflict Situations

The toddlers' management of interpersonal conflict is an important

area to research for two reasons.

First, conflicts make extensive de-

mands on the children's social skills, and thus provide unusually good

5

opportunities for the observation of their
use of those skills.

I

assume that the maintenance of social contact
is sufficiently motivating

that the toddler will make an effort to communicate
effectively and to

attempt to understand the communications of the peer.

I

do not assume

that the skills used for conflict management are
qualitatively unique to

that situation, though some might be.

Nor does it seem likely that

every social tool available to the toddler will be brought
to bear on
each instance of conflict.

I

suspect that the toddler makes strategic

choices during a conflict episode, and stands to learn much from the

immediate

— and

often intense

— feedback

that follows.

The second reason why the study of conflict is worthwhile is based

on longer-term trends in social development.

Insofar as conflicts

interrupt social interaction by amplifying the divergence of individual
and social (mutual) interests, conflict- resolution skills are necessary
for the development of broad, flexible peer relationships.

The develop-

mental significance of the absence of such skills is evident in the case

of children entering preschool programs without prior social experience

with peers or near-aged siblings.

Anecdotal evidence from preschool

teachers suggests that these socially inexperienced youngsters have a

relatively limited play repertory and also develop peer relationships
more slowly.

Their relationships could suffer because unresolved con-

flicts may interrupt their interactions and may prevent the elaboration

of play themes which ordinarily contribute to the children's peer relationships.

6

A Glance Backward

Prior to the past two decades of research,
there was a strong presupposition among academic psychologists that
very young children were
not capable of social relationship.

The more recent evidence of cogni-

tive and perceptual skills in infancy has
removed some of the basis for
the presupposition, and has led to expanded notions
of the activity of
the infant in determining its environment through
social elicitation
(Lamb, 1977).

Research in the field of mother-infant interaction has

demonstrated previously unrecognized social capabilities in the
child.
The methods and logic of these investigations have paved
the way for re-

examination of peer relationship among infants and toddlers.

For

instance, parallel play can no longer be assiomed to be asocial.

Lamb

writes

From 10 months of age, infants show an interest in one another when
placed together. On first encounter, the interaction appears limited to mutual inspection or exploration, though richer and more
varied interaction is evident among infants who have known one
another longer (1977, p. 74)
The issue of strangers vs. familiars will be discussed later.

The point

is that the ontogeny of social relationships is now being traced back to

periods of development that are considerably earlier than was previously
suspected.

Summary of Prior Research

An extensive literature review will be presented in an appendix.
My purpose here is to gather the major findings.

I

key points which are relevant to the present study.

will expand on a few

7

Social behavior patterns are descriptive
of interaction, just as
social interaction patterns are descriptive
of relationship.

Part: whole

relations exist between behavior and interaction, and
between interaction and relationship.

These distinctions are repsected in the present

use of these terms (social behavior, interaction, relationship).
As of the mid-1970s, only about one-quarter of one-year-old
tod-

dlers had regular play sessions with peers.

Children aged

1

to 1.5

years tend not to approach or touch unfamiliar peers, though they do
look at them.

Among peers who have at least two months of prior social

contact, there is more proximity, more positive affect, less negative
affect, more sharing and offering, and less taking.

Newly acquainted

(2-3 weeks) peers showed less positive affect, more sharing, offering,

and taking of toys than the same dyads did when strangers.

At age 18

months, the rank order of social behaviors from most to least frequent

among familiar peers is:

talking, playing, transferring toys, imita-

tion, touching or smiling, passively watching, and aggressing.

When

interacting with familiar vs. unfamiliar playmates, one-year-old subjects showed no difference in the frequency of looking, vocalization,

taking a toy, or resisting an attempted take.

During the second year,

increases were observed in the frequency of social play, imitation, and
struggles for possession of a toy.

Two-year-olds have more interactions

without involving toys than do one-year-olds (Lewis et al., 1975).
Eckerman, Whatley & Kutz (1975)

found that object possession

struggles increased in frequency with age.

Eckerman (1979) showed that

the presence of a peer affects toddlers' use of toys.

8

Bronson (1975) found evidence of
disagreement in 45% of the peer
interactions of children aged

1

to

2

years.

Ross

&

Goldman (1977)

found one-fifth of toddlers' dyadic behaviors
were direct expressions of
conflict.
The development of social behavior proceeds by the
addition of new

forms to the repertoire, not by replacement of early
forms by a succes-

sor (Mueller et al.

1975).

,

social behavior is:
(ii)

(i)

The developmental sequence for toddlers-

watch peer act, or act while peer watches;

simple socially directed behavior (Mueller's term, SDB hereafter),

look and act concurrently;

(iii)

coordinated SDB, look while maintaining

two or more coordinated actions.

During the second year, the average time between contingent acts
decreases.

The rate of social initiation with familiar peers seems to

triple between the ages of

1

and

3.

In the same period, the frequency

of extended interaction more than triples.

Familiar peers consistently

exhibit longer and more complexly patterned interactions than do strangers (Holmberg, 1980)

.

The issue of familiarity requires some comment.

While some authors study children who are already familiar with

each other, others study strangers, perhaps to avoid quantifying or

describing familiarity.

When the children are strangers, all that can

be observed is their specific adaptation to facing a stranger in what we

assume the children perceive is a potentially social situation.

As

strangers become familiar over time, the developmental changes within

individuals are confounded by changes in their interaction resulting
from increasing familiarity.

The study of strangers informs about the
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start of relationships, while the study
of familiars illuminates the

normal interactive capacities of the children
involved.

Nearly half of toddlers' peer interactions are
object mediated.

Holmberg (1980) found that object possession
was the most frequent content of toddlers' interactions until age
press)

3.

Brenner

&

Mueller (in

found that object possession struggles were the most
frequent

shared theme in dyadic toddler interaction.

Even excluding joint use of

objects, two of the three most common content themes
in toddlers' inter-

actions are exchange of objects, and struggle for possession
of objects.
(The other theme is imitation of the peer's movement

in press).)

(Brenner

&

Mueller,

Children have a direct interest in exploring objects per

se, but the objects serve an additional indirect social
function.

The

object seems to provide a convenient resolution of the necessity for

a

mutually acceptable topic of interaction (Eckerman et al, 1979), and may
also facilitate interactions which might be less anxiety-provoking than

direct interactions (without mediation by an object)

Adults seem to

.

attempt to regulate their anxiety as a condition of maintaining social
contact.

Infants appear to use avert- responses for this purpose.

Toddlers may use toys as a more flexible, less avoidant solution for a

similar issue.
The developmental sequence for the appearance of new forms of

interaction appears to be:

(i)

then you do A, or we both do A;

symmetry, including coaction;
(ii)

complementarity; you do B,

such that B and B are distinct but interlocking;
role reversal;

I

I

(iii)

do C, you do C, then you do C and

I

do A,
I

do B,

reciprocity, or

do C.

The
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developmental trends progress from smaller
to larger units, and the
smaller units are the pieces of which the
larger units are constructed.
The component of the larger unit that connects
the smaller pieces is

usually coordination of the temporal sequence (Mueller
et al., 1975).
Among pairs of unacquainted toddlers, in a laboratory
playroom
setting, fully five out of every six conflicts were
struggles over toys.
The desirability of the toys in question was not independent
of the

social events surrounding the dispute:

available duplicates were some-

times ignored, and the winner of the conflict sometimes showed
no inter-

est in the toy once possession was secured.

Dispositional factors were

implicated in the initiation of conflicts, but the willingness to relent

varied with the identity of the partner.

"A child who lost a dispute

was more likely than the winner to initiate the next"
p. 105)

.

(Hay & Ross, 1982,

Conflicts can be seen as opportxinities for the development of

social skills.

Pilot Work

Over three months, two groups of toddlers were observed once per

week each, during the first 60 to 90 minutes of their play at local day
care centers.

A dyadic coding system was utilized, in which the focus

was the relationship of one child's behavior to the other's rather than
the specific content of their actions.

Although this work was broadly

aimed at discovering the communicational uses of overt affect in peer
interaction, several specific patterns were noted on which the present

investigation is based.
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By far the most frequent context
for interpersonal conflict was

object-mediated interaction.

There was a typical pattern, observed

numerous times, and several variants.

One child sat alone, playing with

a toy while another child watched from
a distance.

The second child

approached and began to play with the same object, a
duplicate object,
or a related object.

Sometimes they coordinated their actions, but

often the main connection was through the similarity or identity
of the

objects involved.

Then, one child's toy was acted upon by the other

child in a way which interfered with the first child's use of it;
most

commonly a child simply attempted to take the toy away.

The other child

resisted and a struggle for possession ensued, accompanied by whining,
crying, frowning and/or shouting.

At this point, either some form of

verbal negotiation occurred or an adult intervened.

pendent on the success of the previous step:
resumed or the participants disengaged.
(those approaching

3

The outcome was de-

either cooperative play

It seemed that older toddlers

years of age) often bypassed the expression of

negative affect and went directly to verbal attempts to solve the problem.

Younger children protested more vigorously.

Their cries elicited

rapid adult intervention which usually preempted any attempt to resolve
the dispute on their own.

Young toddlers were also observed resiming

the physical struggle when their protests went unheeded.

Another vari-

ant went directly from the attempt to take the toy to negative affect or

verbal negotiation; it seemed that the children anticipated the futility
of trying to pull the object away.

12

TWO other forms of conflict were
observed.

In one, children vied

for preferred positions around an adult
reading a story or around the

snack table.

In both cases, an adult was usually
immediately present

and intervened promptly.
rarely,

m

Another form of conflict was observed only

each incident the conflict was precipitated by
unprovoked

aggression in the form of hitting or rough pushing.
ever initiated such events.

Only two children

Since these events occurred shortly after

the children's arrival at day care, it may be that
their aggression was

displaced from an unresolved situation that occurred before the
child
arrived.

Context of the Present Study

The findings of prior research have set the stage for the current

investigation.

Among the peers available for social play, it has been

shown that toddlers discriminate between strangers and familiars, and

perhaps also between longer and shorter acquaintances.

The present

study adds to our knowledge of toddlers' social preferences by noting
the age and size groupings that occur when children form ad hoc dyads in
a day care setting.

Some authors have expressed the view that object exploration is
the toddler's main concern, while other writers uphold the primacy of

social exploration.

Toys are clearly involved in a large proportion of

the ostensibly friendly and unfriendly interactions among toddlers.

important focus of the present study is the clarification of when and

how objects are involved, especially in conflict situations.

An
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Among the well-documented cognitive
advances during toddlerhood is
the improvement of verbal skills.

The present study shows the integra-

tion of speech, along with non-verbal
communication, into the performance of social tasks.

Recent research has suggested that conflict is
not merely an

interruption in otherwise valuable social experience,
but may instead
(or in addition) provide opportunities for
learning social and communi-

cative skills (Hay

&

Ross, 1982; Eisenberg & Garvey, 1981).

The current

investigation enquires further into the functions of conflict in
toddlers

'

interactions

Questions and Issues

Although the current study is strictly observational in method and

exploratory in goals, the data will be examined in light of several

questions both general and specific in scope.
The foremost issue to be addressed concerns the details of the

course of interpersonal conflicts among toddlers.

beginning, how do conflicts arise?

Beginning at the

What are the themes of toddlers'

conflicts, i.e., what do they argue about?

The answers to these ques-

tions will specify the context and the topic of their disputes.

For

instance, while playing with toys, children may argue over who gets to
use a preferred object.
Next, the issue is what actually happens during a conflict.

do conflicts progress and develop, once begun?

characterized by repetitive patterns?

How

Are their conflicts

Toddlers can attempt to prevail
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by acting forcefully on an object,
or by acting forcefully on each
other.

They can demand, threaten or protest;
or they can seek the

earliest possible resolution.
In temporal order, the ending or resolution
of the conflict is

last, but in many ways it seems to be the most
important in terms of the

social skills that can be brought into play, and in
terms of the impact

on subsequent interaction,
conflict?

what strategies are utilized to resolve a

When are adults drawn in, and in what capacity?

The answers to many of these questions may be quite
different

depending on the age of the participating children.

Older children

might use their more advanced linguistic capabilities, while younger
children might protest more to elicit aid from an adult.
The age difference between members of a dyad in conflict might

affect the course of the dispute.
are likely to covary with age.

Both verbal skill and physical size

If the age difference in a particular

incident were not accompanied by a distinct size difference, then the

older child might attempt to use verbal means to prevail over the younger.

Or the older child might adopt a somewhat protective or parental

attitude and generously relent.

On the other hand, if there were a

large size difference, the bigger child might try to win by brute force

over the smaller.
In addition to all of the above, there remains the everpresent

prospect of sex differences, particularly in interaction with any of the
age correlates.

For instance, if female toddlers develop verbal compe-

tence before their male peers, they might enlist verbal conflict

15

resolution strategies at an earlier age.

Or if females are socialized

to avoid physical struggles at this early
age, they might not exploit a

size advantage as readily as a boy might.

These and other issues require systematic
exploration if we are to

understand the transitions which occur in the social
world of toddlers,
and their adaptations to these transitions.

CHAPTER

II

METHOD

Subjects

The subjects were 17 children who attended
University-affiliated

day care facilities.

Their ages and other relevant personal character-

istics are shown in Table

1.

Approximately one- third of the children

came from bilingual Spanish-English speaking families.

Most of the

children were from the families of University employees
or students.
All of the children had been acquainted with the other children
in their

group for more than one month prior to observation.

The children were

delivered to the day care setting by their parent (s) between 8:35 a.m.
and 9:00 a.m.

Settings

At the North setting, the children were supervised by a head

teacher, an assistant teacher, and sometimes a student teacher.

children were familiar with both setting and staff.
access to two rooms, about 8'xlO' and 10'xl2'.

The

The toddlers had

There was a small cubby/

storage area, toilet facilities, and a large outdoor playground with
swings, sandbox and playhouse.

Numerous large and small toys were

available, but only one of each except for the scooters and tricycles.
At the South setting, the children were supervised by a head

teacher and between two and four assistant and student teachers.
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The
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TABLE

1

INFORMATION ABOUT THE SUBJECT GROUP

T^t^''''
Number

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
21
22
23
24
26
28
30

"^^^ht

weight

(inches)

Age in March 1982

(pounds)

(^nonths)

30

jZ
zz
25
28
22
21
26
23
30
18
25
32
29
29
30
36
33

38
31
35
36
35
31
36
34.5
35
31
34
35.5
36
39
37.5
38
35

30
30
30
25
36
26
26
25

28
27
26
39
37
35
32

_

KEY TO SUBJECT NUMBERS:

Even-numbered subjects are male; odd are female. Subjects numbered
10 to 19 met at the South setting.
Subjects numbered 21 to 30 met
at the North setting.

room was about 18'x30' from which an 8x8 observation storage area had

been walled off and equipped with one-way glass and sound equipment.
The rest of the room was partitioned into three small play areas, a

large multipurpose space, and a sink/painting/snack area.

While the availability of small toys at both settings was comparable, the large floor space at the South setting made it possible for

climbing equipment to remain available without displacing other
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activities.

At the North setting, the indoor
gross motor exercise

equipment was assembled and removed, as
needed.

Observers

Four observers did all of the data collection.

Three were female

undergraduate students who worked for credits and
research experience.
The fourth was the author, a male graduate student
with extensive ex-

perience observing children in public school settings.
The observers were trained in the observation booth
at the South

setting.

Having studied the coding scheme (described in detail later)

in advance, the observers scanned the toddler group
for dyadic interactions.

The observers all coded the same interaction at the same time,

starting and ending on an agreed-upon signal.

They then compared

records and carefully discussed all discrepancies.

This process re-

sulted in the refinement of several coding categories and the elimination of the use of concurrent codes when the criteria for two categories

were satisfied simultaneously.

After five weeks of training, five hours

per week, reliability was assessed.

Reliability Issues

Interobserver reliability was measured by calculating the concordance rate (as percentage agreement) between the author and each of the
assistants.

In view of the reliability figures reported for published

observational studies, it was decided in advance that 75% would be the

minimum acceptable rate of agreement.

This reliability criterion was
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not satisfied due to disagreements
that were mainly in the form of

apparent omissions; for instance, an observer
might see a fleeting
gesture which another observer might miss.

The second observer could

have been glancing down at her paper to write,
or the gesture could have

been seen as part of a movement to obtain an object.

Sometimes no

reconciling explanation could be found for the occurrence
of a symbol in
one observer's record and not in another's; the second
observer often

reported that she did not see the behavior in question.
The other form taken by our disagreements involved difficulty
dis-

criminating between verbal and non-verbal types of vocalization.

Part

of the problem could be attributed to the ambient noise level in the
room where the toddlers played, but part seemed to be due to the fact
that a few of the children used Spanish words which were not recognized
as linguistic utterances by non-Spanish-speaking observers.

The verbal

vs. vocal problem was a very low frequency event, and there was no clear

pattern in when the need for such decisions arose.
In all of these cases, if we could agree on what behavior oc-

curred, then the selection of the proper code was \anambiguous

;

we were

easily able to decide which symbols were appropriate, with rare exception.

Since further training seemed an unlikely remedy, data collection

commenced utilizing the observers in pairs.

A pair of observers stand-

ing side by side observed the same dyad at the same time.

Then they

discussed the records which resulted, attempting to resolve disagreements by referring to the interaction which both had seen.

Only codings
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of behaviors viewed by both of the
observers were included as data.

if

a symbol was present in one observer's
notes and not in the other's, the

first observer might say, "Did you see child
A do X?"

observer did not recall seeing

X,

if the second

then it was not included; if the

second observer did recall seeing it, then it was
included.

In effect,

disagreements between observers were deleted from the data.

Coding System

Data were collected using an event-based coding system in which
a
symbol was recorded for each member of the dyad, for each behavior
in
the interaction.

The units were chosen to display changes which are

relevant to the issues under investigation.

Behavioral sequences were

recorded but the durations of each behavior were not; the temporal

information was ordinal.
The codes were recorded by hand on lined paper.

Two lines were

used at the same time, one line for each member of the dyad being observed.

Continuous activities were coded once during their duration.

Repetitions of discrete actions were recoded for each occurrence.

When

one individual sxjbject did two codable behaviors at the same time, e.g.,

holding a toy and walking, then specific rules determined which symbol
was entered, such that both behaviors were recorded but the observer did
not have more than one code to write for each child at any given time.
The transition from one coding category to another was indicated by the

entry of a new symbol.

Table

2

lists each coding symbol, its defini-

tion, and any specific instructions for clarifying how it was used.
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Data Collection Procedures

Observations were made on weekday mornings during
the free play

period which began the day and lasted for

75 to 90 minutes.

The ob-

servers arrived at 8:35 at the North setting,
and at 8:45 at the South
setting.

On Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, the
site of observa-

tions alternated between the two settings because
two pairs of observers

were not available.

On Wednesdays, observations were made at both

settings, with the composition of the pairs of observers
changing on a

weekly basis.
Because of differences in the physical layout of the two settings,
the observers followed slightly different procedures accordingly.

In

the South setting, all observations were done from the observation

booth, from behind one-way glass.

from where they sat.

About 85% of the room was visible

The observers scanned the room for interacting

dyads; when one observer spotted two children interacting, she informed
the other observer, and coding commenced immediately using the paper and

pencil system described above.

At the North setting, the observers

moved together to the periphery of a room containing two or more children whose parents had given written permission for their participation
in this study.

If there were too few children in one room, the observ-

ers moved to where the children were.

The rest of the procedures were

the same for both settings.

Observation began when a pair of toddlers were seen interacting

without the direct involvement of another child or a staff person.
Observation sometimes began in the middle of an interaction, but once

22

TABLE

CODING SYMBOLS:

W

2

DEFINITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS

Watch; monitor visually for 3 seconds
Visual contact is a necessary condition for
beginning coding.
also scored when one child pauses to observe
the other.

It is

0

Object-manipulation; play with, on or in a toy; examine
a book or
puzzle.
0 is scored only if the other child is watching.
A change in content IS significant if the new object play disengages
the child
from a peer. A new use of an object is scored if it
changes the
structure of joint play from symmetrical to complementary
or vice
versa.

0+

Offer object; show or give.
This is not scored as a response to an attempt to take the
object.
If a child permits an object to be taken, the response is
scored as
complementary

0-

Attempt to take an object; grab the other child's toy.
This code is only used for the first in a sequence of attempts to
take or gain possession of an object. Once the peer resists, all
further attempts are scored as struggle.

S

Struggle over object.
This is a special case of symmetrical response.
It must be preceded
by O- for one of the participants. When a struggle is underway,
both children are scored S.

M

Motor gesture or locomotion.
Score this only if the other child is watching. M can be scored
even if the child happens to be carrying an object. If one child is
scored M for locomoting, the other child would be scored M if the
response was a gesture; if the second child responded by locomoting,
it would be recorded as a symmetrical response.

Y

Symmetrical or imitative response; use of same or related object
such that the two roles are interchangeable.
When two children are running together, the initiator is scored M
and the joiner is scored Y.
"Follow the leader" and "chase" are not
symmetrical games.
If the complementary roles are reversed, the
reciprocity is indicated by scoring the new initial and complementary responses; Y is not used. A "related object" means a thing in
the same thematic category, e.g., a piece of the same puzzle,
another group of blocks from the block set, another vehicle from the
airport set, another doll to pretend to feed, etc.
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TABLE

2

(continued)

C

Complementary response; a distinct but interlocking
response.
Examples include: leader/ follower, chaser/chasee
giver/receiver
thrower/catcher, horse/rider, filler/emptier, builder/breaker,
and
aggressor/passive victim. Note that aggressor/retaliator is
symmetrical in structure.
,

T+

Friendly or neutral touch.
Include hug, kiss, pat, support, boost, ride, tickle.

T-

Unfriendly touch.
Include hit, push, pull, poke, bite, kick or spit.
If both cildren
laugh or giggle when taking turns pushing each other, assume it is
a
game and score T+ and Y rather than T-.

E+

Positive or neutral vocal expression.
Include laughing, singing, reciting, and exclamations. Since vocal
and verbal behavior often accompanies other scorable actions, the
verbal and vocal codes are recorded as if the other behavior paused
briefly; if the other behavior continues afterward it must be coded
again.

E-

Vocal protest.
Includes crying, whining, yelling, calling the teacher's name, and
the specific word "No!"

V+

Verbal negotiation, offer, proposal, invitation, positive suggestion, thanks, affection, and direct requests.

V-

Verbal anger, prohibition, limit-setting, ownership claim, and
demands
"Give it to me!" is scored V-, but "I want it" or "Can I have it?"
are V+.
Note that "No!" is scored E-. Verbalizations are only
scored when they are addressed to another child, not to an adult.

A

Controlling adult intervention; the adult presents a solution or a
rule; or the adult intervenes physically.
Score A when the adult says "Stop
go
give
.
."
.," or "You need to
take
., put
.

.

I

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

Instructing adult intervention; the adult guides or supports the
children in their efforts to communicate with each other.
Score I when the adult says "You need to use words, tell
.,
ask
answer ..."
.

.

.

.

,

.
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TABLE 2
(continued)

X

Exit or disengagement; formation of a group
of three or more chil-

dren.

Visual attention is the primary criterion. Proximity is
not
important.
Score X if a child engages with a new partner, or if
a
child shifts attention to an object which is unrelated
to the previous interaction.

begun it continued until either they disengaged, one or more children
joined their interaction, or an adult intervened in such a way that

dyadic play did not resume after the intervention.

During pilot work, it was quite rare for more than one dyad to be

interacting at the same time.

Observers were instructed to select the

dyad with the fewest members in common with the most recently observed
dyad.

If that rule did not lead to a decision, then the dyad selected

was the one containing the individual child who was least frequently

observed on that day.

Analyses

For the purpose of analysis, the occurrence of conflict was

defined as those interactions containing one or more of the following:
(a)

an attempt to take an object which was not offered, 0-;

unfriendly touch, T-;
demand, V-.

(c)

vocal protest, E-; or

(d)

(b)

an

verbal anger or

Toddlers' conflicts were analyzed in two ways:

first, for

contingencies in the sequence of behaviors by which interacting peers

responded to each other, and second, for patterns which became evident
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when the data was considered in units
larger than the basic coding
categories.
The sequential analysis is intended to show
the relationship be-

tween the behaviors of the two interacting
children; or more precisely,
the relationship between changes in their
behavior.

was used discriminatively

,

If a given behavior

the knowledge of the partner's preceding

behavior should allow a significantly improved prediction of
the likelihood that the response in question will follow.

On the other hand, if

the overall probability of a behavior is not significantly
different

from its probability given a particular antecedent, then it seems safe
to infer that no special relationship has been shown between antecedent

and consequent.

As the connections between the children's behaviors are

assessed, there may prove to be behaviors of child A which are related
to behaviors of Child B which in turn are related to other of child A's

behaviors; two two-unit chains create a three-unit chain because they

overlap the middle unit.

In this way,

larger units of behavior can be

generated which (hopefully) will be coherent enough to permit thematic
interpretations
Thematic interpretation should answer questions like "What is the

conflict about?" or "What are the children doing before the dispute?"
These questions make implicit reference to the beginnings of conflict
episodes, especially the activities and objects with which the children

were engaged prior to the occurrence of one of the defining criteria
(0-, T-, E-, V-)
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Once a conflict has begun, the middle
part of the conflict can be

considered as a unit.

The "middle" part means everything after
the be-

ginning but before the ending or resolution.

As stated in the first

chapter, there seem to be three or four themes
for the actual conflicts:

Obtaining a preferred object, obtaining a preferred
position, unprovoked
aggression, and perhaps some cases of obvious mi sxrnder standing.

The

course of the conflict may include struggles over the desired
object;

efforts to displace the other child; admonitions to stop, go,
give,
move, etc.; vocal expressions of anger; and direct physical
aggression.
The "ending" or resolution of the conflict starts when an adult

intervenes, or when one or both children do something to solve the problem instead of trying to win the dispute.

Included are offers to share;

offers of a siabstitute object or position; verbal apologies; resigned
disengagement; and other verbal proposals.

Patterns will be described of connections
beginnings, middles, and endings.

fo\ind

between types of

For instance, unprovoked aggression

may often elicit retaliatory gestures which end with adult intervention.
The patterns may depend on the composition of the dyad.

For instance,

the taking of a toy from a smaller, younger child may result in hitting

or crying, while an older, larger child might attempt to wrest the toy
from the grasp of the prospective taker.

CHAPTER

III

RESULTS

Sequential Analyses

Sequential analyses were performed on the entire sample
of behavior, including both conflict and non-conflict
episodes.

A total of 170

interactive sequences were recorded, of which 101 were
conflicts.

Except for the last behavior in the engagement, every codable
act
by either child was regarded as the antecedent of the next
act, the

consequent, performed by the partner.

The frequency of each such joint

occurrence was divided by the overall frequency of the antecedent,
resulting in the conditional probability of the consequent given the
antecedent.

Table

3

gives the key for the symbols used in Table 4,

which presents the conditional probabilities and marginal frequencies
for all 2106 joint events.

The cell frequences are presented in Table

5.

Table

6

presents the largest Z-indices in the sequential analysis.

The Z values were computed as follows:

z =

Q-^^
/(NPQ)

where 0 is the observed frequenty, NP is the expected frequency, N is
the row total (antecedent)
(consequent)

,

,

and Q is 1-P.

P is the simple

probability of the column

Since successive observations were made on

the same group of subjects, the data points are not independent; so, the
Z

values have been used as indices of the deviations from predicted
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TABLE

3

KEY TO SYMBOLS IN SEQUENTIAL CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITY TABLE

category

w

watch

0

object manipulation

p

offer, show or give object

N

attempt to take object

S

struggle over object

M

motor gesture, locomotion

Y

symmetrical response

C

complementary response

F

positive vocal expression

E

negative vocal expression; "No"

V

positive or neutral verbalization

U

verbal anger, prohibition

T

friendly touch

R

aggressive touch

A

adult controlling intervention

I

adult instructing intervention

X

exit, or group forms
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frequencies, but p values have not
been assigned (Bakexnan, 1978).
Given
the violation of the independence
assumption, and the large number
(17x17=289) of cell frequencies being
evaluated, it seemed desirable to

control the experimentwise error rate
by selecting only those

Z

values

whose absolute value was 4.0 or more
(Myers, 1972).

While object manipulation was almost twice
as frequent as motor
activities, both were equally successful in
eliciting symmetrical re-

sponses from the partner.

Motor activities were slightly more produc-

tive of complementary responses.

Object use was most often followed by

cooperative object play with the partner, but the
next most frequent
event was for the partner to try to take the
object.

When such attempts

were made, a struggle ensued in the clear plurality
of instances.

When

a child offered an object to another, the other
child accepted half of

the time.

responses.

Positive vocalizations were most likely to evoke imitative
Positive verbalizations led most often to positive verbal

responses, and less often to conversation.

The most common result of

physical contacts, aggressive or friendly, was to receive them passively.

See Figure 1.

Adult interventions often terminated dyadic interactions, so

(as

with the symbol for exit or group) their frequency is not represented by
the marginal niomber.

In eight cases, the intervention of an adult did

not mark the end of a conflict.

Adults often intervened when there was

no conflict, and in 29% of the instances the children continued to do

whatever they were doing before.

Instructive interventions were most

likely to lead to play with objects, or to positive touching or verbal
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behavior.

Controlling interventions were most likely
to lead to play

with objects, or to negative touching
or vocalization.

Representation of the Subjects in the Sample
As described earlier, 17 toddlers were
available for observation.

All of the parents gave permission for
observations of their children.
The letter to introduce the study, and the
consent form are included in
an appendix.

Information about these children is presented in Table

7.

Since this study sampled the spontaneous dyadic groupings
that occurred

when observers were present, each child did not get equal
representation
in the sample.

With each behavior record considered as a separate case,

the actual characteristics of the sample are presented in
Table

8.

"Age" refers to each child's age to the nearest month at the
date when

their behavior was observed.

The means in the table are weighted aver-

ages such that each child's height, weight, and age are represented in

proportion to the number of conflicts in which that child was observed.
Since it was extremely rare for more than one dyad to be observ-

able at a given time, the observers had virtually no choice of which

children to observe, so the individual subjects are not represented in
the sample with equal frequency.

Of the 340 participants

170 interactions), seven children took part 245 times.

(2

children x

See Table 9.

Large individual differences also appeared in the ways in which the

children interacted.

The first child to provide overt evidence of con-

flict is designated the "actor" in the actor-target distinction.

children were relatively better able to avoid being involved in

Some
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TABLE

7

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUBJECTS

Age in months
3/82

m

17
20
21
22
24
25
27

Height
Freq.

1
1

31
34

Weight
Freq.

3

1

2

34,

1

35

2
1

35.

36

3

1

37.5
38
39

1

28
29
31

2
2

32
35

1
1

mean = 26.12*
median =27

in inches

2

mean = 35.15*
median = 35

1
4
1

2
1

in pounds

25
26
27
28
30
32
35
36
37
39

Freq.

2

4

1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1

mean = 29.88*
median = 30

*Weighted average according to the age, height, and weight of the participating children.
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TABLE 8
AGE, SEX, AND SIZE DISTRIBUTION
OF PARTICIPANTS
IN THE CONFLICT SAMPLE

Weight (pounds)

Height
(inches)

25

31
34
34.5
35

26

27

22

8

28

30

32

35

36

37

39

Total
30

5

5

1
1

35.5

25

1
53
12
53

27

12

36

21

10

37.5
38
39

22

11

Total

22

31

12

5

15

11
22
15

15

202*

15

7

42

27

15

22

11

Descriptive Statistics

Variable

N

Age
Height
Weight

202*
202*
202*

Min.

Max.

18

39
39
39

31
25

Range

Mean

21

St.

29.668
35.431
30.955

8

14

Dev.

4.5955
2.2422
4.4714

St. Error

3233
1578
0. 3146
0.
0.

Age (months)
Sex

Male
Female
Total

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 37 38 39 Total
1

21 13

119

2

6

2

4

5

6

2

5

9

2

5

5

6

4 11 21 13

(2

children per interaction)

1

1

*202 = (101 conflicts) x

8 11 11 26

4

8

1

24

5

32 13 12 12 26

5

1

9 10

4

1

9 10

4

1

1

135
67
202*
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TABLE

9

CONTRIBUTION OF EACH SUBJECT X
ACTOR-TARGET DISTINCTION

Subject
number

Frequency of interactions
with no conflict

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
21
22
23
24
26
28
30

Frequency of conflicts
as actor
as target

5

6

2

0

3

4

13

7

11

13

4

4

0

0

4

3

10

15

0

1

2

0

6
1
7
7
0
1

37
14

4

5

7

4

1

4

9

12

10
11

2

1

14
32
1
3

16

20
16

8

4
7

11

16

138

101

101

340

6

conflicts.

15

24
27
47
17
35
43

32
6

Total

Total

5

7

10
10

The actors were not necessarily the instigators (since tar-

gets could have been passively provocative)
The sexes did not participate in conflicts with equal frequency.

Males were involved in conflicts twice as often as females.

While the

ratio of males to females in the total sample was approximately 3:1, the

ratio was 2:1 in the conflict sample, and 6:1 in the non-conflict
sample.

Girls were involved in significantly more conflicts than would

be expected on the basis of their participation in the total sample of
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conflict and non-conflict interactions.

(See Table 10.

x2=i4.996,

df=l, p<.001.*)

TABLE 10

SEX X CONFLICT STATUS

Non-Conflict

The sex difference was evident when the sample of dyads in
con-

flict was divided into a younger group, below 30 months of age when
observed, and an older group, at least 30 months old.

While boys and

girls were nearly equally represented in the yoiinger group, there were

almost three times as many boys represented in the older group (see
Table 11).

This distribution was non-random

(x

=6.62, df=l, p<.01).

*Use of the chi-squared statistic assumes that the data points are
independent of each other. This assumption has been violated: The same
17 subjects appear repeatedly though in varying combinations.
Throughout this chapter, the same qualification applies to the interpretation
of all chi-squared statistics.
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TABLE 11
AGE GROUP AND SEX DISTRIBUTION OF
CHILDREN
IN CONFLICT INTERACTIONS

Sex

Young

Old
88
43.56

Male

Frequency
Percent

47
23.27

Female

Frequency
Percent

36

31

17.82

15.35

Total

Frequency
Percent

83

df =

135
66.83

67
33.17

119

41.09

Chi Square = 6.6194

Total

202

58. 91

100.00

p<0.01

1

Age Group x Age
Age in months
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 37 38 39 Total

Young
Old

1

Total

1

1

9

2

5

5

5

5

6

6

4 11 21 13

4

11 21 13

5

5

33
32 13 12 12 26

9 10

32 13 12 12 26

9

4

1

10

119
202

Dyadic Groupings

Since most of the subjects were male, it is not surprising that

more than half of the dyads observed were composed of two males, and fe-

males were more likely to interact with males than with other females.
See Table 12.

Approximately half of the all-male interactions were

without conflict, but nearly all of the all-female interactions resulted
in conflict.

The low frequency of all-female interactions

this result difficult to interpret.

(N=12) makes

In male-female interactions, nearly
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TABLE 12

COMPOSITION OF DYAD X SEX OF FIRST ACTOR IN
CONFL!

Chi square = 52.8420

df=6

p<.001

a third of the dyads had no conflict.

When they did conflict, males

were slightly more likely than females to provide the first overt sign
of discord.
The 101 dyads involved in conflict during observation were charac-

terized according to the size and age differences between the partners.
Size differences were measured as the differences between the heights
(in inches)

and the weights (in pounds) of the two children in each dyad

(see Table 13)

TABLE 13
SIZE DIFFERENCES WITHIN DYADS

Variable

Weight diff.
Height diff.

N

Min.

Max.

101
101

0

11

11

0

7

7

Range

Mean

4.4455
1.7624

St.

2.
1.

Dev.

7257
5868

St.

Error

0.2712
0.1579
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Age differences were gauged by
classifying each dyad as:
Young, in which both children are
aged 29 months or less;

(1)

in which both children are aged 30
months or more; or

(3)

(2)

Old,

Mixed, in

which a child under 30 months interacted
with one 30 months or older.
The outpoint at 30 months was selected
because it was nearest to a mean

age value.

Of 101 conflicting dyads, 32 were classified
Young, 50 were

Old, and 19 were Mixed (see Table 14).

while the age composition of

dyads was not significantly related to the
incidence of conflict
(X

2_

-5.741, df=2, n.s.), there was a trend toward greater
proportion of

conflict among Young dyads and smaller proportion of
conflict among Old
dyads

TABLE 14

AGE COMPOSITION OF DYADS X CONFLICT STATUS

Status

Age Composition

Conflict

Non-Conflict

Total

Young (both below
30 months)

32(25.6)

ii(17.4)

Old (both 30 months
or older)

50^^^'"^^

45^^^'^^

Mixed

19(19-0)

13(13.0)

Total

101

69

95
^2

170
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The age of participating subjects
was confounded with the setting.
At the South setting, two children
out of ten were in the older group,

at the start of the study.

At the end of the study, a third child
had

reached the older age group.

This made it likely that young dyads
would

form there more often than mixed or old
dyads.
At the North setting, four children out
of seven were in the older

group at the start, and six out of seven by the
end of the study.

Old

dyads were thus more likely to occur than young
dyads in this setting.

Pattern Analyses

Distribution of the Segments
Beginnings
ments.

.

Each conflict episode was divided into three seg-

The beginning included everything that occurred prior to
the

actual outbreak of conflict.

Beginnings were categorized thematically

according to the types of behavior that occurred just before the first
evidence of conflict.

The most common theme of the beginning segment

was mutual object play (58.4%, 59 events).

Next in frequency was dis-

joint activity, in which the two children saw each other doing something

different, but no mutual activity developed (9.9%, 10 events).

The next

most common theme was mutual motor activity, such as rvinning together or
chasing (7.9%, 8 events).

Nearly as common were conflicts that began

with friendly touching (6.9%,

7

events).

Least frequent were episodes

that began with positive or neutral verbal exchange (3.0%,

3

events).

The remaining 14 events (13.9%) had unobserved beginnings, meaning that
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the dyad was already in conflict
when observation commenced, so the

events preceding the conflict were not
observed.
Since all of the overt conflict has
been relegated to the middle

segment of the interaction, the non-conflict
interactions were compared

with conflict interactions in the distribution
of types of beginning
segments.

As with the beginnings of conflicts,
the beginnings of non-

conflict interactions were categorized according
to the last shared

activity of the interaction.

The "disjoint" category includes the cases

where there was no shared activity, despite mutual
interest.
The "unobserved" beginnings of conflicts

15.

(N=14)

See Table

have been excluded

from this comparison because there is no corresponding
category for

TABLE 15

FREQUENCY OF BEGINNINGS X CONFLICT STATUS

Beginning

Motor play

Conflict

8

(12.5)

Disjoint

10

(8.3)

Object play

59

(54.1)

Friendly touch

7

(7.1)

Positive verbal

3

(10.7)

Total

87

(Expected values are parenthesized.

No Conflict

Total

13

(8.5)

21

4

(5.7)

14

(36.9)

91

5

(4.9)

12

15

(7.3)

18

32

69

156
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non-conflict interactions.
X2=19.62, df=4, p<.001.

The distribution was clearly
not random;

Positive verbal interchange was far
less likely

to result in conflict than would
be expected based on the marginal
-fre-

quencies.

Motor play also yielded fewer than
expected conflicts, while

object play resulted in more than the
expected proportion of conflicts.
The 36 observation sessions, spread
over
75 minutes each.

2

months, averaged 70 to

It is estimated that dyadic interactions
were observed

3.8 to 4.0 times per hour, of which an average
of 2.2 to 2.4 interac-

tions per hour contained conflict.
Middles.

The middle segment began with the first
evidence of con-

flict and ended just before the resolution.

The course of the conflict

during the middle part of the interaction was
categorized according to
the ways in which discord was expressed.

Physical aggression, with or

without negative vocalization, was most frequent (22.8%, 23
events).
Almost as frequent was the combination of struggle over an
object and
verbal threat or demand (19.8%, 20 events).

Struggle over an object,

with or without negative vocalization, was next most frequent (15.8%,
16
events)

quency.

.

The next two types of middle segment were very close in fre-

Physical aggression combined with verbal threat or demand on 12

occasions (11.9%), and both of those expressions occurred in conjunction

with struggle over an object on 11 occasions (10.9%).
demand occurred alone in

9

disputes (8.9%).

occurred with object struggle in

6

Verbal threat or

Physical aggression

events (5.9%), and negative vocaliza-

tion occurred alone just 4 times (4.0%).
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Ends.

The end segment began with the first
evidence of resolution

that followed all of the conflict behavior.

In other words, all of the

aggression, struggle and negative expressions
belonged to the middle
segment.

By far the most frequent resolution was the
dissolution of the

dyad; this happened in 52 conflicts (51.5%).

resolutions involved adult interventions.

The two next most likely

Unless otherwise stated,

these interventions ended the dyadic interactions.
a controlling manner in 21 conflicts

tion resumed after

3

Adults intervened in

(20.8%); a non-conf lictual interac-

of those 21 interventions.

Adults intervened in an

instructive manner in 16 conflicts (15.8%); a non-conf lictual interaction followed in

5

of those 16 cases.

exchanges to resolve a conflict in

interaction resumed in

5

out of

7

7

Children utilized positive verbal
episodes (6.9%); a conflict-free

cases.

There were

conflicts (all

3

object struggles) which children resolved by offering an object to their

partner (3.0%); no dyadic play resulted.

Finally, in

2

cases (2.0%) the

resolution involved both positive verbal activity by the children and
also an adult intervention.

Two Part Sequences

Relation between beginnings and middles

There were highly

.

significant non-random contingencies between the beginning and middle
segments of conflict episodes

2

(x

=75.06, df=35, p<.001).

See Table 16.

In conflicts that began with object play, the conditional probability of

an object struggle (with or without other hostile expressions) was .83
(49 of 59)

.

In conflicts that began with motor activity, the condition-

al probability of physical aggression was .87

(7

of

8)

.

Conflicts that
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TABLE 16

FREQUENCY OF BEGINNINGS X MIDDLES

Beginnings

^^^^^^

Motor
Play Disjoint

Unobserved

Physical
aggression

Object
play

Friendly Positive
Touch
Verbal Total

(a)

Negative
vocalization
alone

7

(3. 2)

5

(1 .8)

4

(2.3)

5

(13. 4)

2

.3)

1

(.4)

0

(2. 3)

1

(1 .3)

1

(1.6)

14

3)

(1 .6)

0

(

.7)

23

(

.3)

1

(.1)

4

0

(

.1)

0

(.5)

16

(b)

Object
struggle

1

6)

0

(2. 2)

0

1

(1. 2)

1

(

.7)

2

(.9)

4

(5. 3)

1

(

.6)

0

(.3)

9

3

(1. 4)

2

(

.9)

2

(1.2)

1

(7. 0)

3

(

.8)

1

(.4)

12

(1 .6)

0

(2.0)

19

(11. 7)

0

(1 .4)

1

(.6)

20

(.

(

(c)

1

Negative
verbalization

(d)

(e)

&

(a)

(d)

(f)

(c)

&

(d)

0

(2. 8)

0

(g)

(a)

&

(c)

0

(. 8)

0

(

.5)

0

(.6)

6

(3. 5)

0

(

.4)

0

(.2)

6

1

(1. 5)

0

(

.9)

0

(1.1)

10

(6. 4)

0

(

.8)

0

(.3)

11

(h)

(a)

&

(d)

Total

,

(c)

14

8

10

59

7

101

3

(Expected values are parenthesized.)

began with disjoint activity were somewhat less likely to result in

physical aggression; the conditional probability was .60

(6

of 10).

The

probability of physical aggression, in a conflict beginning with friendly touching, was .71

(5

of 7).

Relation between middles and ends

.

There were significant contin-

gencies between the middle and end segments of conflict episodes
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(X

2_

-81.13, df=56, p<.02).

See Table 17.

In conflicts which had physi-

cal aggression in the middle segment (with
or without additional negative acts)

,

every resolution involved either an adult intervention
or

the termination of dyadic play.
34

Of 51 instances of physical aggression,

(.65=conditional probability) resulted in disengagement, and
the

other 17 (conditional probability=. 35) elicited adult
intervention.

In

one case, a positive verbal exchange accompanied the adult
intervention.
Of the seventeen adult interventions, five resulted in a
conflict-free

continuation of the interaction.

There were seven conflicts in which

children attempted to resolve the dispute verbally, without adult aid;
none of these conflicts included physical aggression, and five of the
seven episodes resulted in a conflict-free resumption of play.

While there were significant relationships between beginnings and
middles, and between middles and endings, beginnings and endings were

statistically unrelated

2

(x

=27.22, df=40, n.s.).

Age Effects

Younger vs. older individuals

.

The age group of each child was

related to the types of interactions in which they engaged.

This rela-

tionship was significant with regard to the distribution of the beginnings of conflict episodes

2

(x

=14.59, df=5, p<.02).

Older children were

responsible for all episodes beginning with positive verbal exchanges,
and for the great majority of those starting with friendly touching.

In

contrast, yoianger children were more likely to have begun an interaction

with disjoint activities (see Table 18).
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TABLE 18

GROUP OF INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANT X TYPE OF
BEGINNING

Frequency per Age Group
Type of Beginning

Young (ageOO mos.)

(Unobserved)

11

Motor activity
Object play
Disjoint activity
Friendly touch
Positive verbal exchange

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

Old (age^BO mos.)

Total

17

8

8

51
12
1

67

0

6

83

119

8

13

There were highly significant contingencies between the age group

of each child and the course of the middle segment of their conflicts
2

(x

-35.45, df=7, p<.001).

Younger children were more likely than older

children to participate in object struggles and/or in physical aggression without a verbal accompaniment, while older children were more

likely than younger children to engage in verbal hostility by itself or
in combination with other forms of conflict (see Table 19)
The relation between each child'

mgs

were also highly significant

(x

2

s

age group and the types of end-

=38.49, df=8, p<.001).

Older

children were much more likely to resolve disputes through disengagement.

The elicitation of adult interventions seemed to vary with age,

with younger children receiving more adult direction than older
toddlers.

The difference was mainly due to the interactions which

continued conflict-free after the adult intervened; some young toddlers
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TABLE 19

AGE GROUP OF INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANT X
TYPE OF MIDDLE

Frequency per Age Group
Type of Middle

(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)

Young

Physical aggression
Object struggle
Both (a) and (b)
Negative vocalization alone
Verbal threat or demand
Both (b) and (e)
Both (a) and (e)
(a)
(b) and (e)
,

Total

old

28
20

18
12

8

4

3

5

4
14
2
4

14
26
22
13

83

119

were able to resime play after the adult acted, but none of the older
toddlers did so (see Table 20)

Composition of dyads

.

Dyads were classified according to whether

both children were in the older age group, both were in the younger
group, or they were mixed with one old toddler and one young toddler.

This characteristic of the dyads was not significantly related to the

beginnings of the conflict interactions in which they engaged
2

(x

=11.27, df=10, p=n.s.).
The age composition of dyads bore a highly significant relation to
2

the course of the middle segment of their conflicts (x =33.46, df=14,

p<.005).

Young dyads were the most frequent participants in conflicts

characterized by object struggle or physical aggression, while older
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TABLE 20

AGE GROUP OF INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANT X TYPE
OF ENDING

Age Group

Type of Ending

(a)

Di sengagement
r'nirhyol
q
^ ^ 1 i J_ _L o

(b)

+
Ac3iil
i-l -1- I-

(c)

Play continues after (b)
Adult instructs
Play continues after (d)
Positive verbalization
Play continues after (f)
Offer object
(f) with (b) or (d)

(d)

(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)
(i)

Youn.^

l_

Ola

30
18

V_J

74
18

6

0

11
10

11

4

0
4
6

4
0

4

83

119

0

Total

2

dyads utilized more verbal expressions of hostility with or without

other conflictual behavior (see Table 21).
The frequency of conflict resolutions was also significantly re-

lated to the age composition of the dyads

2

(x

=30.48, df=16, p<.02).

Older dyads were most likely to disengage to end their conflicts.

Younger dyads were most likely to continue a conflict-free interaction
after adult intervention (see Table 22).
The relationship between the full three-part interaction pattern

and the age composition of dyads was not significant

p=n

.

s

2

(x

=122.65, df=110,

. )

Size Effects

For each interaction, the height and weight differences between
the participants were calculated (see Tables 20 and 21)

.

When either
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TABLE 21

AGE COMPOSITION OF DYADS X TYPE
OF MIDDLE

Frequency
Type of Middle

(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)
(g)
(h)

Both Young

Mixed

12

4

7

9
2
1
1
5

2

5

Physical aggression
Object struggle
Both (a) and (b)
Negative vocalization alone
Verbal threat or demand
Both (b) and (e)
Both (a) and (e)
(a) , (b) and (e)
Total

Both Old

4

0

1

2

2

6

4

1
1

0

11
11

2

8

32

19
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TABLE 22

AGE COMPOSITION OF DYADS X TYPE OF ENDINGS

Frequency
Type of Ending

(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

Both Old

Disengagement
Adult controls
Play continues after (b)
Adult instructs
Play continues after (d)
Positive verbalization
Play continues after (f)
Offer object
(f) with (b) or (d)
Total

Mixed

Both Young

32

10

10

7

4
0

7

3

4

0
0

0

2

2

1

1

2

2

0
0

50

19

32

0
4
0
2

3

5

0

53

TABLE 23

FREQUENCY OF WEIGHT DIFFERENCES WITHIN DYADS IN
CONFLICT

Weight difference (pounds)

0

1

2

3

Frequency

9 14

5

2

4

5

6

13 15 34

9

11

112

5

8

7

Total

101

TABLE 24

FREQUENCY OF HEIGHT DIFFERENCES WITHIN DYADS IN CONFLICT

Height difference (in.)

Frequency

0

10

0.5

7

1

44

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

5

7

Total

9

5

4

4

2

6

8

2
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height differences or weight differences were cross-tabulated with the
frequencies of beginning, middle or end segments of interactions, none
of the X

2

statistics approached significance.

Sex Differences
The frequencies of the segments of conflict episodes were tabu-

lated by sex of each participating siibject.

None of the x

2

statistics

were significant, though there was a non-significant trend that merits

comment

2

(x

=13.09, df=7, p<.07).

All of the conflicts that were char-

acterized by negative vocalization alone involved only boys.

In
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contrast, the object struggles which
were accompanied by verbal threats
or demands involved a higher than expected
proportion of girls (see

Table 25)

TABLE 25
SEX X TYPE OF MIDDLE

Frequency by Sex
Type of Middle

(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Male

Female

Physical aggression
Object struggle
Both (a) and (b)
Negative vocalization alone
Verbal threat or demand
Both (b) and (e)
Both (a) and (e)
(a)
(b) and (e)

28
21

18
11

Total

,

7

5

8
14

0
4

21
20
16

19

135

67

4
6

CHAPTER

IV

DISCUSSION

in this chapter,

I

will summarize the findings of the
study, and

then comment on their implications for
the questions posed earlier and
for other issues in toddler social
development.

Summary of Findings

Of the 170

dyadic interactions among toddlers which were
observed

between March and May 1982, 101 contained evidence
of conflict.
amounts to 59.4% of all interactions observed,

This

when the whole sample

was analyzed together for contingencies between the
behaviors of the

members of a dyad, it was found that object manipulation, motor
activity, and positive or neutral verbalization elicited
28%, 25%, and 25%

symmetrical responses respectively.

Only positive vocalization was more

likely, at 35%, to elicit a symmetrical response.

Object manipulation,

the most frequent category, occurred almost twice as often as motor

activity.

The most frequent complementary responses were found in

response to the offer of an object:

half of the time.

objects offered were accepted one

Physical contacts, whether friendly or aggressive,

were more likely to be passively received than they were likely to be

immediately reciprocated.
Although ten boys and seven girls were siibjects in the study,
conflicts involved boys twice as often as girls.

The non-conflict

sample involved boys nearly six times as often as girls.
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Girls were
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involved in significantly ™cre
conflicts than would be expected
based on
their participation in the total
sai^ple.
This was particularly evident
in dyads composed of two females.
Object play resulted in more than
the expected proportion of conflicts, while positive verbal exchange
and motor play resulted in a
smaller than expected proportion of
conflicts.

Among the 101 dyads in

conflict, the mean height difference
was 1.76 inches, and the mean

weight difference was 4.44 pounds.
In rank order of frequency, the beginnings
of conflicts included:

object play, disjoint activity, motor
activity, friendly touching, and
verbal exchange.

In rank order of frequency, the middle
parts of con-

flicts included:

physical aggression, object struggle with negative

verbalization, object struggle, physical aggression
with negative
verbalization, object struggle with physical
aggression, and negative

vocalization alone.

Similarly, the rank order of endings was:

termina-

tion of the dyad, adult intervention, positive
verbalization without an
adult, offer of an object, and positive verbalization
with adult inter-

vention.

When adults intervened, positive continuations of play

occurred in 22% of the interactions, but when the children made
verbal
overtures without an adult, 71% of the interactions continued conflictfree

.

Conflicts beginning with object play tended to develop as object

possession struggles.

Conflicts beginning with motor activity, disjoint

activity, or friendly touching tended to develop into physical aggression.

Those conflicts involving physical aggression were resolved with
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adult intervention or with terndnation
of the dyad.

Verbal resolution

attempts without adult participation
were observed only in conflicts
that did not contain physical
aggression.

Except for the occurrence of

verbal attempts, object struggles were
resolved much like physical
aggression.

When conflicts were examined for the
participation of various subgroups of the subject set, it was found
that older toddlers tended to

begin their conflict interactions more
frequently with the more direct
forms of interaction (positive physical
and verbal contacts) compared

with younger toddlers.

Younger toddlers exhibited more frequent begin-

nings characterized by disjoint activity,
despite their interest in each

other's pursuits.

Based upon the distributions of subjects both individually
and in
dyads, older toddlers were involved in interactions
that employed verbal

threats or demands (alone and in combination with other
expressions of
hostility) more often than were younger toddlers.

The disputes of older

toddlers were also more likely to end in disengagement than those
of

younger toddlers.

Younger toddlers received more adult interventions,

and seemed more able to use the adult interventions to facilitate a
continuation of conflict-free play.

There were no significant effects

related to size differences within an interacting dyad.
There was a non-significant trend relating sex of the child with
the type of middle segment in the conflicts in which they engaged.

Boys

tended to use more unaccompanied negative vocalizations than girls did;
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girls combined object struggle with
negative verbalization more often
than expected compared to boys.

Themes of Toddlers' Conflicts
The content of the beginning segment of
an interaction that devel-

ops into a conflict is its nominal theme.

The theme is the context for

the subsequent dispute, and as such it seems to
answer the question

"What is the argument about?"

At this level of analysis, it makes sense

to say that an object struggle is a conflict for
sole possession of some

desirable thing.

Conflicts beginning with disjoint activity seem to de

rive from a wish to engage the partner in some chosen
form of mutual
play; the apparent hostility may be related to anger about
the frustra-

tion of the wish to be the one who chooses what form that mutual
play

will take.

The disputes which followed motor activity and friendly

touching seemed to have a common theme.

The outbreak of overt hostility

seemed to mark the violation of a boundary between actions that the

children construe as friendly and actions that are taken as unfriendly.
In many cases, it appeared that children lacked the motor coordination

to modulate the intensity of their contacts when play became particu-

larly vigorous or excited; in those cases, the unacceptable act was

probably accidental.

The remaining incidents, the ones that cannot be

explained as mere clijmsiness, raise broader issues which will be ad-

dressed in a later section.
(A

psychodynamic viewpoint should be mentioned here as well.

The

inevitable frustrations of being largely dependent can naturally lead to
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feelings of anger.

The expression of such feelings to
the caregiver who

may have aroused them is a risky business
because the destructive
impulses would leave the child without a
caregiver, if the impulses
could be enacted in the extreme forms that a
child's fantasies might
take; an imperfect caregiver is far better
than no caregiver at all.

Another form of this theme (suggested by
tion)

is as follows:

C.

Edwards, personal communica-

The child is frustrated by the parent's departure,

but the parent is unavailable to receive the expression
of frustration,
so the

child—in

a "bad

mood"~engages in conflict with peers.

Also,

angry impulses evoke fantasies of retaliation, the results
of which

would be worse than the partial deprivation that engendered the anger
in
the first place.

For either or both of these reasons, the child might

displace his/her angry feelings onto a safer object, such as a sibling
or a peer.

Conflict with a peer could then serve a dual purpose:

the

expression of the displaced anger, and the reminder that angry feelings

need not produce dire results.

The timing and intensity of a few

incidents of unprovoked aggression were consistent with this type of
explanation.

The Expression of Conflict by Toddlers

The ways in which toddlers express their conflicts can be seen in
the middle segment of the conflict interactions.

The hallmarks of con-

flict (object struggle, physical aggression, verbal threat or demand,

and negative vocalization) can be classified as actions on the object,

actions on the partner, and communicative efforts.

Action on the object
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is the only fonn of conflict
which is highly specific to its
antecedent

condition, though object struggles
were often escalated with the use
of
other expressions of displeasure. The
fact that physical aggression was
the prevalent outcome of many of the
conflict beginnings argues against
the separation of disputes according
to thematic differences.

By itself, negative vocalization was
relatively weak as an elici-

tor of predictable consequences in the
peer's response.

Although whin-

ing or crying is developmentally available
to children younger than
toddlers, the behavior by itself was infrequently
utilized; the reason

may be that it was so ineffectual.

The children may have learned that

whining (e.g.) did not accomplish much, so they
made use of more escalated expressions.

Physical aggression produced much more definitive results:
an adult intervened or the dyad dissolved.

either

This may have been problema-

tic, because conflict-free play infrequently resumed after
adult inter-

vention; and whatever the children may have learned, the fighting could

not have done much to strengthen rapport.

Perhaps this explains the

emergence of verbal threats or demands in the conflicts of older toddlers.

Verbal expressions of hostility were more effective than primi-

tive vocalizations, and they yielded a broader range of outcomes than

physical aggression (including the option to be violent later if necessary)

.

Verbal skill is probably an age-correlate in the subject pool of
this study, so the younger toddlers were probably less able to issue

negative verbalizations as a modulated expression of hostility.

The
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Often-cited sex difference in the
emergence of verbal competence is consistent with the finding that girls
made use of negative verbalization
in combination with object struggle
with proportionately higher fre-

quency than did boys.
Size differences within dyads were not
related to the course of

conflict interactions in any aspect.

If winning the conflict were the

primary goal, then dyads with large size differences
should have shown
disproportionate use of expressions which maximized the
larger child's
advantage

Toddlers' Conflict Resolutions

Termination of the dyadic interaction was the most frequent form
of conflict resolution overall, but this pattern was more striking
among

older toddlers.

In contrast, younger toddlers were more likely to

elicit intervention by adults than were the older children.

Young

toddlers were also more likely to play peacefully after adult interven-

tion than were older toddlers.

A possible explanation is that older

children were better able to assess the results of the dispute than the

younger toddlers.

If the outcome were clearer to the older children,

they might not have pressed their side of the dispute to the point where
an adult intervened.

Another possibility is that the adults discrimi-

nated in their selection of conflicts in which to intervene; they might
have attempted to assist younger children more than older children

especially because the yoxinger ones were less able to break off the
conflict on their own.

One of the most common forms of instructive
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adult intervention was the
admonition to "use words I" rather
than cry or
hit; another form was "Tell
him/her what you want."

Children made independent verbal
attempts at conflict resolution
only in disputes that had not escalated
to the point of physical aggression.

Physical aggression can be compared
to nonverbal insistence;

insistence has been found to be the least
adaptive among verbal strategies for conflict resolution among
preschoolers (Eisenberg

&

Garvey,

1981) because it adds no new information to
the argument and thus gives

the opponent nothing to work with.

In the present coding scheme, insis-

tence would have been classified as a verbal
demand, i.e., part of the
conflict.

Physical aggression may have precluded verbal
attempts at

resolution partly because it gave the partner nothing
to work with, no
recourse.

Another factor may be that a child who got hit
hard enough to

hurt also could have sustained bruised feelings
and might not want to
seek a peaceful resolution.
The importance of conflict resolution can be assessed
at several

levels of analysis.

At the behavioral level, conflict and its resolu-

tion may be viewed in terms of the active goals and social skills
of the

individual participants.

Each child responds to the current situation

according to her goals, within the limits of her repertory of social
moves.

The occurrence of a conflict represents a failure of social

skills only if the responding child wanted to sustain mutual play but

was unable.

If the child was more interested in the object (for in-

stance, in an object possession dispute) than in the partner, then a

conflict could be a potential avenue to that end.

A toddler who
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precipitates a conflict as a result
of social exploration or
experimentation might be far more interested
in the course of the argument
than
in a speedy resolution.

The point here is that the
toddlers' skills are

confounded with their goals, so that an
observer might or might not see
the range of available skills
depending upon the current aims of the

interacting children.
At the interactional level, conflicts
are often evident in the se-

quence of events preceding the end of the
interaction; resolutions are
termed "successful" if they are followed
by resumed mutual play.

(Many

adult interventions seem to be predicated
upon the assumption that children should either be guided through a
socially acceptable resolution
sequence, or be presented with a decision
disposing of the dispute.)

Although relatively few conflict resolutions resulted
in conflict-free
continuation of dyadic play, a lower percentage occurred
following adult
intervention than following positive verbal attempts
without adult help.
This finding appears to be consistent with the hypothesis
that toddlers'

conflicts are not to be taken literally, for the most part.

If what the

toddlers mainly wanted was to achieve a solution of their dispute,
and
if an adult could be instrumental in achieving that aim, then
one would

expect adult intervention to produce peaceful continuations.

It is

possible that one or both members of the dyad did not perceive the adult
suggestion as a solution, so for them the conflict remained effectively
unresolved.

Depending on the children's aims, "successful" resolution

might or might not be possible, or relevant.
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At the level of relationships,
toddlers' conflicts can be seen as

indicators of types of interactions where
the "rules" are not established by mutual (albeit tacit) consent.

Among the rules of longstand-

ing relationships is a restriction on
the range of permissible aims

which an individual can bring to various
types of interactions.

Tod-

dlers might enter a conflict interaction with
irreconcilable goals, or

with an interest in discovering/determining
what kinds of interactions
can occur in their relationship.

Conflict and the Development of Relationships *
As Hay & Ross (1982) have shown, there is ample
justification for

suspecting the presence of social motives in the overtly
object-oriented
conflicts of toddlers:

the contestants often ignored available dupli-

cates of the object in contention, and the winner often showed no
inter-

est in the spoils.

Unless the conflict is viewed as arbitrary or

malicious behavior, there must have been another goal served by the

process of struggling with the peer.
I

hypothesize that the struggle for an apparently unimportant

object and the boundary issue between friendly and unfriendly have in

*The relational hypotheses proposed in this section are not logically required by the data. There are few if any behaviors in a
toddler's repertoire which would constitute objective evidence for
inferences about the child's motivational state.
If intentions are
understood as dispositions to act in the service of some imagined goal,
then intentions are unobservable
Social motives are ass\amed in this
argiament because they allow for an explanation which is consistent with
the major findings in this and other studies of toddlers' conflict. All
motivational claims are meant as elaboration of the central social hypothesis offered in this discussion. At present, no firm conclusions are
appropriate.
.
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cordon a set of related goals.

At the most concrete and
ir^ediate

level, conflict serves as a tool
for exploring the properties
of very
specific social relationships. One
child can learn about where the

boundary between friendly and unfriendly
lies by testing in areas of
uncertainty.
this sense, conflict

m

ment,

can be a form of social experi-

individual children can learn what to
expect of each other, and

in that way develop the kinds of
understanding on which to base a

friendship.

The ground rules for different relationships
could be quite

idiosyncratic.
At a somewhat broader level, the differences
between specific re-

lationships could be informative to the toddler
about the variety and

regularity of peer relationships in general.

Quite apart from the value

of peer relationships as a class, or any friendship
in particular, the
experience of conflict supports the goal of gaining an
understanding of

how relationships work.

Some features of interpersonal boundaries can

probably not be known through any other means.
Victory is commonly understood as the primary goal of conflict,

but the hypothesis offered here is that relational objectives
are often
more important than winning or losing in the conflicts of toddlers.

evidence from the Hay
this viewpoint.

&

The

Ross study (1982) cited above is consistent with

They also found that the children who lost a dispute

were more likely than the winners to initiate the subsequent argument.

Why would a child who wanted to win in a conflict challenge a peer who
had recently succeeded in defeating her?
is that winning is not the primary goal.

The most plausible conclusion
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Further support for the hypothesis
in question comes from a negative finding of the present study:
size differences within a dyad
did
not reliably predict whether or not
the middle segment of the conflict
would include types of behavior that
conferred an advantage on the
larger (presumably stronger) child.

If winning were paramount, children

would try to improve their chances of winning
by using techniques that
allow them to prevail.
Another relevant finding is the comparative
ineffectiveness of
adult intervention in facilitating resumption
of mutual play after a
conflict.

not at all.

Perhaps toddlers are poor sports and want things
their way or
An alternative explanation is that adult
intervention ter-

minates any opportunity for exploration of a
peer social system; in many
instances, adult goals may not mesh with those
of toddlers.

On the

other hand, even without adults, toddlers terminated
dyadic interaction
more often than any other outcome of conflict.

It could be that the

toddlers needed time to consider the events in their
encounter.

They

might resume dyadic play in minutes, hours, or if they are
regular
playmates, in days or weeks.

Their ongoing relationships do not depend

upon immediate resolutions, such as ritual apology.
In this light, a finding of Lewis et al.

reconsideration.

(1975, Study III) merits

Having found that familiar playmates (relationships

enduring for two months or more) were more friendly, positive, generous,
etc. than were strangers, they embarked upon a procedure through which

they hoped to observe the process of familiarization (i.e., a series of

scheduled encounters between children who were previously strangers)
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They found that the recently
acquainted peers interacted more
than
strangers did, but with less positive
affect and more play with and
taking of toys.

In terms of the relational
hypothesis, these children

did what would be expected if they
were beginning to explore the characteristics of a new relationship.
(Lewis et al.

(op.

cit.) noted a sex difference:

While the aver-

age incidence of negative affect did
not differ in the strangers vs.

familiars comparison, it decreased for boys
and increased for girls.

In

the present study, girls were involved in
a disproportionate number of

conflicts, given their participation in non-conflict
interactions.

A

possible, though entirely speculative, explanation
might be the differ-

ential maturation rates of the sexes.

If the girls were more socially

mature than the boys, they could have had a more
active interest in
social exploration which was expressed in a higher
incidence of confron-

tation in their interactions.)

With regard to object possession struggles, it may be counter-

argued that the disinterest in the objects that were won, or
duplicates,

derived from a difference in their stimulus value:

the object-in-use

was very much more interesting than the same object resting still.

This

argiament fails to account for the many interspersed instances where
the

duplicate object was used in a symmetrical manner, and no struggle ensued.

If the still object was such a vastly different phenomenon, one

wonders how the children managed parallel use of functionally similar
objects.
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Another counter- argument to the
hypothesis presented here relates
to the lack of size difference
effects,

if the children either do not

notice size differences, or do not
understand how size differences can
be exploited, then it would not be
surprising that larger children did

not resort to more physical means to
prevail in their disputes.

The

argument is logical, but the validity of the
premise is an empirical
issue.
The propensity of losers to initiate the next
fight (Hay et al.,
op. cit.)

is amenable to an alternative interpretation:

the losers

learn from the winners how to fight more effectively,
so they precipitate a "rematch" to try out improved methods.

This argument is still

consistent with the relational hypothesis because skill in
fighting is

conceivably useful to the child in specific relationships, or in
relationships in general.
In summary, some interactions among toddlers become more readily

comprehensible with the hypothesis that social exploration is an active
goal for these children.

What they learn about specific relationships

may enable them to be together more comfortably, to feel safer, and to
develop expectations for this and future relationships (which may or may
not hold true)

.

The process of this sort of learning may be necessary

for the development of peer relationships.

Speculation About the Role of Objects

It would be simplistic to propose a single role for objects in the

dyadic peer interactions of toddlers.

Social and cognitive development
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see. to proceed along parallel
courses.

There is little to be gained by

reducing one to an offshoot or
application of the other.

The world of

Physical objects is undeniably
important to the toddler, as amply
demonstrated by his/her enormous appetite
for physical experimentation.
Yet
the social forces in a child's
life regulate his/her access to
objects
and assign to them their relative
importance.
The evolutionary argu-

ments offer no easy ways to prioritize
opportunities for cognitive vs.
social growth:
survival is readily implicated in each.
I

have argued (along with Hay

&

Ross, 1982)

tance of play with and disputes over
objects,

Bowen (cf
.

m

for the social impora sense,

I

follow

Bowen, 1971) in my view of objects as
comfortable or conveni-

ent foci, or pivot points, which facilitate
dyadic interaction.

But it

is important to note also that a child
who lacked the cognitive skills
to make interesting mutual use of an object
might be unable to make use

of its potential social value.

On the other hand, children often seem

to learn about the properties of objects by close
observation of their

peers, in ostensibly social circumstances.

The point is that objects

promote social and cognitive growth processes; while these
areas of
development cross-fertilize, neither is derivative of the other.

Familiarity

All of the children in the present study were familiar with each
other, in that they had spent several hours per day, five days per week,
for at least eight weeks in the same day care setting.

If the signifi-

cance of the interactions of the toddlers in this study is largely the
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exploration of specific relationships
and of relationships in general,
then several points follow about
the study of familiar vs.
unfamiliar
toddlers.
First, the situation adults call
"familiarity" may, from a
toddler's perspective, mean that the
relationships which are developing
have a history and probably a future.
This is not a claim that toddlers
have an articulated sense of time, but
rather that the individuals have

become fixtures in each other's social world.

The continuity of the

relationship may provide a necessary part of
the context for further
exploration.

(Lewis et al., 1975,

found more conflict among recently

acquainted "friends" than among strangers.)
Second, the impact of a "familiarizing" research
procedure may be
the creation of an expectation in the children
that they will have an

opportunity to develop a relationship with their playmate,
rather than
the accumulation of facts about the characteristics
of the playmate.

Finally, it may be only partially correct to assume that
the

apparent caution and tentativeness

,

observed when toddlers are in a

strange setting with strange peers, should be interpreted as
fear.

There may also be an element of uncertainty about how interested
to get
in the new person.

Questions for Future Research

One of the main differences between the younger and older toddlers
in this study was their use of speech.

It would be valuable to do a

study of toddlers' social use of speech in which the social function was
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distinguished fro. the current level
of verbal ability by so.e
independent measure of verbal competence
(C. Edwards, personal
conununication)
.

An interesting question arose
around adult interventions and toddlers' perceptions of them.

When adults propose solutions for
toddlers'

disputes, do the children view them as
"fair"?

notion of justice?)

(Do toddlers have a

it would be difficult to answer
the first question

using standard stimuli, though a videotaped
role-play might be effective.

An alternative would be relatively
intrusive:

to interview

toddlers in real conflict situations after
an adult has offered a

suggestion or directive.
There probably are culture-based factors
influencing the meaning

that children attach to physical aggression.

It would be interesting to

question toddlers' parents about their attitudes,
to see if their
attitudes were predictive of the frequency, intensity
or occasions for
use of physical aggression.
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APPENDIX A

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

The purpose of this appendix is to
present a more detailed and

comprehensive review of the last two decades
of research on peer relations among toddlers.

There has been a trend in the literature of
the last decade to

assign more behavior to social

(vs.

non-social) categories, especially

play with toys in the presence of other children.

This behavior has

come to be called social because its frequency
changes when social

partners are absent.

A recent chapter by Kagan (Kagan, Kearsley

&

Zelazo, 1975) runs counter to this trend by proposing
a cognitive

explanation for an affective reaction to a social situation.
While there have been general tendencies in the literature toward
more complex and sophisticated methodology and theoretical explanation,
the field is far from homogeneous in its paradigms and concepts.

A major dimension of the peer interaction literature is the level
of the units in the data.

The type of data determines whether the study

describes social behavior, social interaction, or social relationship.
These terms are not used systematically or consistently.

The distinc-

tions are crucial and will be clarified here.

Studies of social behavior typically focus on one child at a time.
There are a dozen or so discrete behaviors which are recorded as

present/ absent during a 5-to-30 second time window.
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The data are
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averaged over subjects and presented
as a frequency distribution
of the
various behaviors, comparing age
groups, time blocks, or conditions.

No

matter how well the context is
specified, interactional information
is
not available because there are no
sequential data showing how the
actions of one child were related to
those of another.

research is very atomistic.
this.

This type of

The early ethological studies looked
like

They provide an atlas of social behavior
which can serve as a

conceptual foundation for the next level of
research, but these studies
are difficult to interpret because we
never know what happened before or

after a given piece of behavior.
Social interaction research typically focuses
on a dyad, or in a
group, on whatever dyads form ad hoc.
for both children sequentially.

Behavior categories are recorded

The data are usually averaged over

dyads and episodes, so that the frequency of
various chains of behavior
can be presented.

These data allow computation of conditional probabi-

lities that various subsequent behaviors will follow a given
antecedent.
This kind of research has the potential to generate an atlas
of social

interaction on which could be based meaningful studies of individual
differences, or the next level of research.
Studies of social relationship are rare.

The closest approxima-

tion would be a study of social interaction which follows a small

number of subjects for a fairly long time, and doesn't average the data
over dyads.

The data in a relationship study would consist of the dis-

tribution of various types of interaction across time and situations.
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The nature of the bond between
indivduals is approximately
describable
at this level of analysis.
The analogy behavior interaction
:: interaction relationship
is use:

:

ful to show the part: whole form
of each comparison.

Just as the emergent

qualities in the pattern of behavior
are analyzable as interaction, so
the emergent qualities in the
pattern of interactions are analyzable
as

relationship.

The inferences available at the higher
level are strictly

unavailable at the lower level of analysis.

Based upon the above distinctions, this
Appendix will be organized
as follows,

section II will review the literature on
social behavior

among toddler peers.

Section III will review the studies of social

interaction, and Section IV will discuss social
relationship.

Section V

will summarize the major issues pertaining to
peer interaction.

II.

Social Behavior Among Peers

Behaviors combine to form interactions like atoms combine
to form
molecules; the levels of description are not interchangeable.

Behavior-

al analysis quantifies the elements of social encounters
among toddlers.

Encounters among toddlers occur under the auspices of their
mothers.

It is only as the child is able to separate to some degree

from the mother that the child is able to invest attention and interest
(much less affect and action) in other social objects.

Mothers are more

or less adept at communicating to their children when such explorations
are permissible.

Rosenblum et al.

(1975) writes:
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The development of an infant's
independence from its mother and th.
conoommxtant initiation of peer
relations is marked y ^f^Lted by
the behavior of the mother.
Her behavior can best be understood
within the context of a species-specific
social milieu (p. 95)

This is the reason why virtually
all studies of early human peer
rela-

tions are done in the presence of the
subjects' mothers.

Their influ-

ence is to some degree restricted by
special instructions and accommoda-

tion of their protective interests.

All of the findings reviewed below

should be received with the qualification:

this is what children do

when their mothers are present.
Rosenblum et al.

(1975)

found that among monkeys the frequency and

intensity of sexually dimorphic behavior increases
with increasing
independence from the mother.

Even though the pattern was less marked

in younger animals, females strongly preferred
familiar associates,

while males were more willing to interact with
strangers.
Mason (1965) reported observing social play in laboratory
animals
at one month among rhesus monkeys and at about six
months in chimpanzees.

Play groups were generally the most frequent sources of non-

maternal social activity.

While emotional dependence on the mother

continued, the focus of infant behavior shifted gradually from the

mother to other juveniles with the onset of play.

Play- fighting was the

most frequent social activity of young chimpanzees and monkeys.

Adult-

like mounting behavior occurred during the play of monkeys, but among

apes the sex play was less frequent and more diffuse.
These observations of primate behavior were included because they
note the larger social context of peer relations, i.e., the continuing
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importance of the mother, and the
continuity between early peer socxal
behavior and essential adult social
behavior.

The ethologists have seemed more
interested in preschool aged

children than in toddlers, but

I

will cite two studies, briefly, for

methodological novelty.

McGrew (1972) transcribed the videotaped
behav-

ior of thirty children.

He devised observational categories
which dis-

criminate 16 facial patterns, 23 head behaviors,
29 gestures,
motions, 16 gross motor behaviors,

and 10 contextual qualifications!

9

3

leg

postures, 14 forms of locomotion

From this micro-analysis he derived

and interpreted several constellations of behavior
the frequency of

which he graphed over time.

Blurton Jones (1972) did a factor analytic

study of the social behavior of twenty-five children.

paratively rare approaches.

These are com-

Neither study reported sequential informa-

tion, so the interpretations given to the various
behaviors tell only

how they appeared to learned conspecific adults (excellent judges
if
there is nothing better to go by) but not the use to which the children

put those behaviors.
Lewis, Young, Brooks & Michalson (1975) did a series of studies

intended to show the start of "friendship" among toddlers.

Friendship

was operationalized as familiarity and was analyzed in terms of behaviors not interactions.

Prior to the first study, Lewis et al. interviewed the mothers of
the subjects (Ss)

.

They found that 22% of 32 1-year-olds and 28% of 32

18-month-olds were in a play group.

Of 70 mothers of one-year-olds,

15-20% said their child had a "playmate" the child saw once per week
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over two months and twice per week
for the most recent two weeks.
authors expressed astonishment at

The

the lowness of these percentages.

Ss were first-bom.

m

Study

I,

All

Ss were 16 groups of 4 children
and

their mothers; 8 groups included
12-13-month-olds, and
18-19-month-olds, with half of each sex in each
group.

8

groups included

Mothers were

instructed to sit in the playroom with the
children but to avoid initiating toward any child.

initiation by a child.
free play session.

They were permitted brief responses to
an
Two sets of toys were available for
a 15 minute

Each child was observed by one observer.

They used

ten second coding intervals to rate each
of eight behaviors as present/
absent; the last four were coded according
to whether the child initi-

ated or received the behavior.

The categories were as follows:

TOUCH = physical contact, initiated or received.
PROXIMITY = within 3 feet, initiated or received.
LOOK = focus on face or head.
SMILE = LOOK + upturned corners of mouth.
OFFER TOY = extend the hand with toy, touch with toy, point
with
toy, or deposit toy.
TAKE TOY = accept offered toy, or grab toy.
HIT = hit, scratch, or bite.
SHARE = cooperative action around a common toy.

Observers also noted the object of these behaviors.

Reliability was

computed by percentage agreement; it ranged from 76 to 99%.

The age

groups were collapsed because no significant differences were obtained

between ages.

Since there was for each child one mother, three peers,

and three unfamiliar adults, the scores for the latter two groups of

social objects were divided by
(This doesn't make sense:

3

to make them comparable to the mother.

If the child can distinguish one peer from

another, then averaging the peers takes no account of the child's
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possible preference for one peer
over the others.

it would have been

better to select the most-contacted
peer and the most-contacted adult to
compare with mother, and to exclude
the others.)
The Ss touched their
mother during 31% of the 10 second
periods, compared to virtually no
touching of peers or other adults.

with mother, 6% with peer.
and another adult 10%.

The same was true for proximity; 56%

Ss looked at a peer 26%, the mother
11%,

Note that if 26% was the average proportion
of

time periods including a look at a peer,
then, for all three years combined, over 75% of the periods included
a look at some member of the

peer group.

The relationship with mother was characterized
as more

proximal, while that with peers was more distal.

Half of the Ss offered

a toy to their mother, half offered to a
peer, and 15% offered to

another adult.

Toys were taken from a peer by 67% of Ss, from mother
by

25%, and from another adult by 11%.

(it was not reported how many Ss

offered to and took from the same peer, vs. took from one
offered to a
different one.)

Sharing was observed in the behavior of 58% of Ss, and

hitting by 22% of Ss.

The more siblings in the S's family, the less

likely the S was to take a toy or look at a peer.
Study II by Lewis et al.

(1975) was designed to separate the ef-

fects of unfamiliarity from the effects of having an agemate to play
with.

Ss were

7

one-year-old infants.

Each spent one session in the

playroom with a friend, and another session two days later with a
stranger.
age from
I)

.

Ss were firstborn and middle class.
7

Their friends ranged in

to 20 months and met the "playmate criteria"

(refer to Study

The stranger peers were selected to match the friend peers for sex.
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age, SES and number of siblings.

The mothers sat on the playroom
floor

two feet apart with their child on
their lap.

Then they placed each

child on the floor facing the peer and
peer's mother.

Again, mothers

were told to let the Ss play, and to
respond minimally except for necessary caregiving.

After 30 minutes of free play, the mothers
were sig-

nalled to move to a comer of the room and
to pretend to be busy for 12
minutes.

At

5

second intervals, observers coded from videotape
the in-

cidence and object of 20 behaviors.

There were seven proximal behav-

iors, four distal behaviors, three affective
displays, and five behav-

iors categorized as play.

ranged from 80 to 100%.

The percentage of interobserver agreement
The data were the number of observation

periods in which the behavior was recorded.

Ss were more likely to be

proximal to and to touch friends than strangers.
of the periods during the first 30 minutes.
were rare.

Proximity averaged 11%

Negative proximal behaviors

Looking was scored 24% of the time.

There was no difference

between friends and strangers in the amount of time scored for looking
or vocalization.
strangers.

Friends were imitated more than twice as often as

Three times as much negative affect was expressed toward

strangers compared with that to friends.

positive affect was variable across Ss.
was infrequent.

The differential expression of

Toy play as a form of contact

Offering and sharing was more frequent with friends

than with strangers, but there was no difference in the frequency of

taking a toy and resisting an attempted take, over the two conditions.

Compared with strangers, friends directed at Ss more touching and body
contact; they were more often proximal, but there was no difference in
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how Often they looked, vocalized
and gestured.
than strangers did.
strangers.

Priends imitated Ss .ore

They also directed more affect
at Ss than did

The authors concluded that
friends interact more.

Study III by Lewis et al.

(1975)

was intended to show the time

course of the behavioral changes accompanying
the transition from

strangers to familiars.

Ss were eight pairs of same sex
one-year-olds,

four male and four female; all were
second born and none were previously

acquainted.

Each pair first met in the laboratory
playroom with obser-

vation procedures just as in Study II.

During the following week, each

pair met two to three times, alternating visits
at each other's homes.
This was followed by a second lab visit,
another two to three home

visits in a week, and finally a third lab visit.

At the last lab visit,

six of the eight target Ss saw a strange
peer, while two saw their new

friend (sic)
fant.

.

Each friend served as a stranger for another target
in-

Comparing lab visits

a function of exposure.

1

and

2,

proximity and touching increased as

Among the distal behaviors, the mean frequency

of looking declined but gesturing increased and imitation
remained the
same.

Although there was no change in the average incidence of negative

affect, for males it decreased while for females it increased.

affect declined.

Positive

There were slight increases in the offering, sharing,

and taking of toys.

While no statistics were reported, the same trends

were observed between visits

2

and

3

among friends.

For infants visit-

ing with strangers, the trends were reversed, suggesting that the

effects were not an artifact of laboratory exposure.
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The authors drew the following
conclusions, qualified by the

laboratory setting of the observations and
the adult domination of the
children's social world.

Children between

1

and

2

years of age pre-

ferred proximity to mother, perhaps for the
care and protection she
offered.

Nevertheless, they directed exploratory and aff illative
ef-

forts toward peers; looking and play were most
common.

The children

clearly differentiated between peer strangers and friends.

Friends

directed more proximal behaviors at each other, imitated
each other
more, showed more positive and less negative affect with
each other,

were more likely to share and offer toys to each other, and
were less

likely to take toys away from each other.

Lewis et al. claimed that

these behaviors look like what one normally thinks of as friendship.
The low frequency of mutual toy play was attributed to limited
levels of

cognitive development.

They suggested that peer relations may be separ-

ate and parallel to the adult-infant relationships rather than deriva-

tive of the latter.

They argue that reproductive success depends upon

peer relations, and that this is a function distinct from the caregiver
relationship.

(The functions are distinguishable, but related.

It

seems that the reproductive success of the parent is implicated in the

caregiving relationship, since the parents' genes only survive if their

offspring sustain a peer relationship that yields another generation.
Since non-reproducing offspring are genetically equivalent to no offspring, the criteron of reproductive success cannot be weaker than hav-

ing grandchildren.

But, of course, the same argiament can be applied to

each successive generation, ad infinitum.

The point is that the social

viability of the child limits
the reproductive success
of the parent,
and so the caregiving and peer
social systems are not independent.)
Young

,

Lewis (1979) did another study
in an attempt to dis-

tinguish the effects of familiarity
from experience with peers.
Ss were
white, middle class first boms,
four male and four female; each
had a

consistent social partner whom they
met at least twice per week during
the preceding two weeks, and at
least once per week averaged over
the

last two months (compare the "playmate"
criterion from Study II of Lewis
et al., 1975).
The partners ranged from 30 to 91
weeks of age, while
the target Ss were one year old.

A group of strangers was selected to

match the partners for age, sex, SES and
number of siblings,

of the

eight strangers, seven had played several
hours per week with other
children, but not with consistent partners.

The laboratory procedure

was like the one described for Study II
(above):

After 42 minutes in a

waiting room, two mothers took their children
to the playroom and sat
facing each other one meter apart, with the children
on their laps.

Each mother placed her child at her side facing
the other child and both
adults.

For 30 minutes, the mothers sat while the infants
played; then

for 12 minutes the mothers pretended to be busy reading
after moving to
a corner of the room.

The videotape records were coded onto audiotape

and then transcribed onto scoresheets.

At five second intervals, two

observers coded one child each using the same twenty behavior
categories
from the Lewis et al. Study II.

were recorded in any interval.

No more than four different behaviors

Data were collapsed across sex and time

within the 30 and 12 minute situations.

During the 30 minutes when the
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mothers were ostensibly watching,
there was significantly more
body contact among familiar peers than
among strangers. The same was
true for

touching and proximity,

when the mothers appeared inattentive
for 12

minutes, there was significantly
more body contact between strangers
than between partners. Target Ss
received significantly more distal

signals from strangers than from
familiars, including vocalizing and
gesturing.

Significantly more toy-taking occurred with
strangers than

with familiars.

In siammary

The results favoring interaction between
consistent partners compared to strangers when mothers were attentive
seemed attenuated and
even reversed when mothers stopped
attending (Young et
al., p. 114).

Fatigue and habituation effects were unlikely
because behavior was con-

sistent within the 12 and 30 minute periods.

The significant changes

between situations were due to a decrease in
interaction among consistent partners, with little change in interaction
among strangers,

with

stranger or familiar peers, there was little negative
affect, some positive affect, and contact, proximity, looking,
singalling and toy play.

Familiar peers interacted more than strangers especially
proximally, but

only with mothers' attention.

The authors concluded that familiarity

facilitates interaction beyond the effects of general peer
experience.
Finally, since five of the eight consistent partners were not
the same
age as the target Ss, they suggest that "peer" be defined
functionally

rather than chronologically.

(Given the assumption that no two indivi-

duals ever match up over broad domains of competences (functions)

defining peers as near agemates seems cleaner and less arbitrary.)
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Rubenstein

.

Howes (1976) studied the
mother-toddler-peer social

system in the natural home environxnent.

Ss were 17 to 20 months old,

mean = 19 months; all were normal,
white, firstborn children of two-

parent homes.

There were three males and five
females, each of whom had

a regular peer playmate.
4 to 20

The pairs had

months, mean = 12 months.

a playgroup.

2

to

3

interactions per week for

None of the children were involved in

The playmates" average age was 22
months;

the same sex while

3

were opposite sex.

5

pairs were of

Observers made two home visits

before data collection in order to become
more familiar to mothers and
ss.

Observations of mothers, toddlers and peers
were compared with

observations of mothers and toddlers; both
observations were made at the
same time of day within the same week.

The peer's mother was present

during the peer's visit, which made the social
situation comparable to
the lab visits in the previously mentioned studies.

Behavior during

free play was observed for 20 seconds, after which
came a 20 second

recording period.

An observation period consisted of 75 such units and

lasted about 1-1/4 hours including time out for snack or diaper
change.
Social behaviors between mother and toddler were coded using a scheme

which captured talking, touching, contact using an object, and imitation; play and ongoing interactions were also coded.

Ongoing interac-

tion was defined by the absence of a 10 second break in the succession
of behaviors.

(This definition seems unworkable in a coding system that

utilized a 20 second gap for recording the observations of the previous
20 seconds.)

The behaviors of Ss toward peers, and the percentage of

time units in which they were observed, are as follows:

(1)

talking,
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27%;

(2)

offer or exchange toy, 15%;

(3)

touch or smile, 8%;

play,

(4)

including reciprocal interaction, mutual
activity, and responsive
behavior, 20%;
(7)

imitate, 10%;

(5)

passive attention, 4%.

aggress or intrude, less than 3%;

(6)

Initiations by the peer were not scored
un-

less reciprocal activity or aggression
was involved.

cited Yarrow et al.

(1975)

Rubenstein et al.

for their method of scoring Ss play with

toys; during each scoring period, the S is
rated on a five point scale

ranging from most primitive

object-play

(5)

(1)

oral contact, to the highest level of

creative or unusual uses of the toy, such as fantasy,

experimentation, etc.
level object play

(4

When the peer was present, there was more high
or

5)

and less low level object play

was observed when the peer was absent.

(1

or

2)

than

The total time spent playing

with objects was not affected by the presence of the peer,
nor was the
time spent playing with mother with objects.

Of the behaviors directed

to both mother and peer, it was found that play, imitate and
offer

object occurred significantly more with peers than with mothers.

When

the peer was absent, there was significantly more talking between mother

and child, imitation of mother by child, and reprimanding of child by
mother.

The rate of touching was unaffected.

quainted pairs in Eckerman, Whatley

&

Compared with the unac-

Kutz (1975), much more positive

social interaction took place among these long-acquainted peers.

In

1974, Bronson found 40% conflict and much more attention to mother in a

study of peer strangers grouped in a single lanfamiliar room.

Rubenstein

et al. speculated that crowding contributed to the tendency for conflict, and that familiar settings are more conducive to positive

interaction.

They also suggested that
dyadic encounters .ay be more

facilitative of social development
than groups because patterns of
interaction are more easily established.
They conclude:
"The peer enhanced the toddler- manifest competence
s
with his/her own toys in the

natural environment"

(p.

602).

Toddlers preferred to share objects
and

engage in interactive play, rather than
play alone (op. cit.

)

.

These

results and conclusions are qualified by
a possible sampling bias; these
toddlers may have been brought together
regularly because of their positive interactions.

Reliability was reported as the median
interobserver

rank correlation for each measure across
subjects; the figure reported

was 0.88.

mis

is a relatively low reliability, because
the rank order

correlation is very forgiving of large numbers
of small discrepancies or
small numbers of large discrepancies.)

Bronson

&

Pankey (1977) attempted to contrast fear as an
effect of

learning from prior distressing events, from wariness
of the unfamiliar
as an evolutionary tendency.

They rated videotaped behavior, looking

for patterns of individual consistency.

While several situations were

included in their study, only the material relevant to peer
relations
will be presented here.

Ss were 20 male and 20 female middle class

children, all 12 months old.

They were observed during ten play ses-

sions through their second year; all play sessions were attended by
three or four children.

Groups were mixed between sessions, so none of

the Ss became acquaintances.

Mothers sat at one end of a room which had

toys and tables at the other end.

The initial five minutes after the

Ss entered the playroom was analyzed using a "Freedom in Playspace"
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scale:
(1) remains close to mother, largely
immobile; (2) stays close to
mother, but wxth brief forays out
to toy area and back! (3) separates from mother, but limits exploration
mainly to mother's end of
Playroom; (4) soon moves into areas distant
from mother! but consistently avoids space occupied by
another baby; (5) as in (4) but
occasionally moves near to another baby;
(6) moves with comple;e
freedom throughout the room showing no
avoidance of peer proximities

1169)

(p.

.

All video records were coded by independent
scorers, and discrepant

episodes were receded and resolved or else
the episode was discarded as
non-scorable.

Rater agreement ranged from .74 to .95.

The play session

data was factor analyzed using a method which
tested the degree to which
the observational data were fit by a
hypothesized factor model.

first model

(A)

The

tested was based on the hypothesis that individual
dif-

ferences were the primary source of individual
consistencies, thus a

single general factor should account for much of the
covariance among
the ten repetitions of the play rating.

The second model

(B)

reflected

the hypothesis that consistencies were due to learning
from previous

interactions.

A first-order auto-regressive correlation should allow

prediction of the babies' behavior in the later trimesters on the basis
of the child's evaluation of the encounters of the previous period.
third model

(C)

The

used a combination of both of the other hypotheses:

learning effects which c\amulated over time, and initial wariness which

varied across individuals but waned with increased experience to minimal
levels at the end of the second year.

The analysis resulted in the

rejection of model A which had an overall probability of fit of .10.

Model B, the learning hypothesis, was supported by an overall
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probability of fit of .89, and the
finding that factor loadings increased from one trimester to the
next.
The matrix of residual covariance contained some large values,
suggesting poor fit in some areas.
The increase in the correlation of
trimester learning factors,

^11,111^^1,11' indicated that with increasing experience "the babies

became progressively less likely to alter
their evaluations of the play

session situation in the light of additional
experiences" (Bronson et
al., 1977, p. 1176).

Model C fit the data with .98 probability;
no

residual was larger than .18.

The data were consistent with the hypo-

thesis that unfamiliarity, rather than previous
peer experiences, was

responsible for individual differences in the first
trimester; this was

inferred from the large proportion of error variance
in the factor
representing peer experience prior to the second
year.

(This interpre-

tation seems to be based on the theoretical thrust
of this research, but
the evidence doesn't point decisively in that direction.)

Bronson et

al. go on to report that during the second and third
trimesters, the

learning effects factor has increasing loadings while the wariness
factor declined.

(This argument appears misleading and circular, because

the wariness factor was constrained to be minimal by the third
trimester; so as much variance as possible would be assigned to the learning

effects factor.

While the probability of fit is persuasive, it may be

unreasonable to claim empirical support from the factor loadings.)

The

mean scores on the Freedom in Playspace measure did not change appreciably; it seemed that the decreasing effect of initial wariness was

balanced, on the average,
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The distributions of the indi°f Repeated exposures.
'"^'"^'^ considerably over time (op.
ci"
^^78)?°"'

v^nir
P

By the end of the year, a large
number of children explored unhesitat-

ingly while an equal number stayed
near their mother.

Predominantly

during the early sessions, the waning
of initial wariness was evidenced
by within-session changes from hovering
near mother to exploratory
activity.

In summary, Bronson et al. proposed
a dual process interpre-

tation in which wariness is the response
to un familiarity, while fear is
the response to associations with past
experience.

The form of the

aversive response seemed independent of its
origins, but dependent on

circumstantial opportunities.

Compared with the effects of unfamiliar-

ity, the experiential effects were more
consistent across repeated

observations and less likely to diminish with exposure.

Initial reac-

tions and eventual attitudes to the situation were largely
independent,

and individual differences were observed among babies
in both (Bronson
et al., 1977).

I

believe this study is important, not as the authors

suggest, because it demonstrates an internal disposition
independent of

learning, but because it provides good reasons for not attempting to

study social capacities of children

with unfamiliar peers.

1

to

2

years old by pairing them

Regardless of how many times a toddler is ex-

posed to a situation in which they encounter a strange peer, he/she may
continue to experience the situation as aversive and react with avoidance of some sort.

As a pair of children become familiar with each

other, they behave in much different and more interesting ways.

While

it seems generally true that social experience with a consistent partner
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results in more affiliative and
exploratory types of behavior, some

atypical social experiences seem to
result in an ingrained attitude of

wariness or fear.
George

&

Main (1979) studied the social responses
of physically

abused children, aged

1

to

3

years, compared with a matched sample
of

control Ss from self-referred "families
under stress."

The abused Ss

were contacted through children's protective
services.

Control (N=10)

and abused (N=10) Ss differed only in the
history of physical abuse;
controls also had a few more months of day care
experience, on the
average.

The abused and control Ss were observed in
separate but com-

parable day care settings which were familiar to each
child.

Five

observers followed one child each, for 30 minutes; four
observations
were made over the course of three months.

The data were coded into

four categories from a continuous behavior narrative:
ance, approach-avoidance, and aggression.

approach, avoid-

The results were that abused

children avoided other children four times as often as control
Ss did, a

significant difference.

When one child made friendly approaches, abused

children moved away 11% of the time, compared to 2.6% for controls.

Approach-avoidance behavior was seen in all ten abused children and in
no control Ss.

Abused children assaulted other children significantly

more than did controls.

(The additional day care experience of the

control Ss might account for part of the differences observed.

Despite

the matching of groups on demographic variables, the self- referred

quality of the control group suggests the possibility of an additional
difference in parental attitude which may have influenced the emotional
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climate of the home; if so, then
physical abuse was not the only
important difference between control
and abused Ss.)
Eckerman, Whatley
peers.

&

Kutz (1975) did a study of social
play among

They hypothesized that social
behavior with peers generalizes

from and differentiates from social
behavior with adults.

consisted of 60 white children:

The sample

10 pairs in the 10 to 12 month age

range, 10 pairs in the 16 to 18 month
range, and 10 pairs in the 22 to
24 month range.

The age groups ranged from 40 to 70%
male; 35 to 60% of

SS had siblings; 40 to 70% were firstborn.

college education.

Most of the parents had some

(One pair was discarded because a child
had abnormal

insufficient motor abilities, and another because
a mother repeatedly

interrupted the play.)

The playroom was equipped with a microphone,
a

one-way mirror, and toys in duplicate.

During the 20 minute play ses-

sion, the mothers were asked to talk to each other,
but not to initiate

interaction with a child unless necessary; minimal responses
to a
child's initiation were permitted.

The observer focused on one child

for two minutes, then shifted focus to the other child.

A 15 second

observation period was alternated with a 15 second recording
period.
Each of 23 behaviors was scored for presence/absence during the
15
second observation block; the frequency of occurrences within the block
was not recorded.

The 23 scored behaviors included 18 peer-related

behaviors, plus mother-related behaviors.
were:

The peer- related behaviors

Watch; Distant social response, including vocalize, smile, laugh,

fuss, cry, and gesture; Physical contact, including touch, and strike;

Same play materials; and Direct involvement in peer's play, including
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imitate, show a toy, offer a
toy, accept a toy, take
over a toy, take a
toy, struggle over a toy,
and coordinate play. All of the
distant social responses required simultaneous
visual regard to the peer. Of
the
30 pairs, 27 were seen and scored by a
second observer; the median percentage of agreement was over 90%
except for the distant social

responses where the median was 78%.

Scores were summed within pairs.

The first 14 pairs were analyzed
as a separate cohort and used to
pre-

dict age-related effects in the second
cohort of 16 pairs.

Since no

cohort effect nor age X cohort interaction
was found, the authors

claimed that the data from the second cohort
replicated that of the
first; the samples were pooled.

Peer "interaction" (sic) was defined as

any peer-related behavior except Watch.

Reliable age-related changes

were obtained by MANOVA in which the dependent
variables were peer
interaction, contact with toys, and contact with
mother.

The incidence

of peer interaction increased with increasing
age, as did contact with
toys.

Contact with mother decreased with increasing age.

Fussing and

crying were infrequent, occurring in an average of

1

(40 periods = 20 minutes x 2 periods per minute.)

Smiling and laughing

period out of 40.

occurred in an average of 2.6 periods for the youngest group, 4.7
periods for the middle group, and 5.1 for the eldest.

At least one

peer-related behavior occurred during 60% of the observations at each
age.

MANOVA of the five main categories of peer-related behavior

showed significant change with age.

Watching occurred at all ages,

averaging 16 to 19 periods per session.

Distant social responses were

more frequent than physical contact at all ages; no reliable age-related

changes were found.

Of the distant responses,
vocalizing and s.ili,Lng

were most frequent.

Touching was most frequent among the
youngest

group, averaging two periods per
session.

Contact with the same play

material and direct involvement in
peer's play both increased significantly with increasing age. The
attractiveness of a preferred toy did
not account for the time relationship
between the Ss use of it.

increasing with age were:
coordinate play.

Also

imitate, take toy, struggle over a toy,
and

(Note that the length of the time
sample becomes a

problem here, because the magnitude of the mean
frequencies of many of
the behaviors was so small that it is
difficult to interpret them as

meaningfully different from one another.)

while both positive and

negative peer responses increased in incidence with
age, the periods

including positive behavior outnumbered those
including negative behavior at all ages.

In contrast to solitary play, which occurred
in

one-third of the periods at all ages, social forms of play
occurred
significantly more often with increasing age.

At two years, social play

was found in 60% of observation periods, due to increased
play with the
peer.

Play with the mother peaked at 16 to 18 months.

The Ss sex,

number of siblings, and prior peer exposure were all unrelated to
the
reported findings.

Eckerman et al.

(1975)

concluded that peer interac-

tion resembles interaction with familiar adults.

Social objects alter

the context for the exploration of things, while "nonsocial objects are

vehicles for many forms of social interaction"

(op.

cit.

,

p.

48).

(While one child was always the focus of observations, some of the cate-

gories could only be scored by taking note of the activities of the
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other child.

For example, compare offering
a toy, where the interest

and attention of the other child is
irrelevant for scoring purposes,

with struggling over a toy, where the
behavior would be scored as taking
unless the other child struggles back
to maintain possession.
Because
of the lack of sequential information,
the data do not describe interaction.

Yet, since the other child's responses
are relevant to what gets

scored within a time block, the quality of
the encounter is sometimes
captured.

et al.

Some of the categories describe "dyadic
states"

(1979)

(cf.

Tronick

)

Eckerman

&

Whatley (1977) studied the effect of toys on
social

behavior among peers.

Again, many of the behavior categories conveyed

dyadic, not just monadic, information.

She asked, in a setting involv-

ing both peers and toys, whether the children respond
to each other
socially, or to the inanimate spectacle created by each
other's actions.
Ss were 44 same-aged pairs, one-half aged 10 to 12 months
and one-half

aged 22 to 24 months.

Ss were children of white, college educated

parents; 30% of the younger group had siblings, and 48% of the older

group had siblings.

Approximately one-half of the pairs were same-sex.

At each age, one-half of the pairs played with toys in the room, while

one-half had none.

The mothers of the Ss were present but were in-

structed to talk to each other, and the interact minimally with the
children.

Play sessions lasted 16 minutes.

Two observers, each record-

ing different behaviors, focused on one child for one minute, then

shifted focus to the other child.

The scoring interval was ten seconds.

Among the "state" measures, a three second duration was the required
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criterion for coding.

The reliability, determined by
median percentage

of intercoder agreement, was
88% for all categories except
"relinquish"
and "strike" which had very low
frequencies.
The criteria for judging these
behaviors to be peer directed were
accompanyxng visual regard, in rare
instances the use of the peer's
name without vxsual regard, and
for some of the toy exchanges and
for duplicate action the appearance
of the behavior as a SSrly
'°
P^^^ '^^^^^^^
1^7

le's)'"'

P

The overall multivariate analysis
revealed significant changes in behav-

ior with age, with toy availability,
and a significant interaction of
age x toys.

The incidence of fussing and crying
was distributed across

all groups, including 8 of 44 pairs, and
no more than
for any 1 pair.

4

intervals of 96

Of the categories of peer-related
behavior that can

occur with or without toys, all were more
frequently observed without
toys, including:

watch, proximity, distal signal, physical contact,

duplicate action, and alternate action.

The toy and age effects for

these six categories together were significant.

Duplicated actions

involved room fixtures 55% of the time, just a peer 42%
of the time, and
toys 4% of the time.

The 2-year-olds engaged in more frequent recipro-

cal interaction, and in more interaction without toys
compared with the

1-year-olds.

There were also more distal contacts among older SS.

Without toys, they showed, exchanged and contacted the same materials.
The authors stated

Whether toys are present or not, the peers of both ages
watched and stayed near one another often. The presence of toys,
however, altered the frequency of a number of further interactions
between the peers and provided new opportunities for interaction
.

.

(op.

.

cit.

,

p.

1652)
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Without toys, infants watched each
other's faces and social signals;
with toys they may have watched
each other handle toys. The most
frequent form of reciprocal interaction
was repeated duplications of each
other's actions.

The children were responsive and
attentive to their

peers, treating them more like they
treat adults than like they treat
toys.

The hypothesis that children shift
from toy-focus to peer-focus

during the second year was not supported
by these findings.

havior was clearly influenced by situational
variables.

Social be-

Several dyadic

situations were distinguished, thus permitting
some appraisal of the

dy-

namic contributions of the child who was not
the focus of observations.

Although the boundary is not crisp, the next
group of studies
shows increased appreciation of the contingencies
between behaviors

which are the structure of social interaction.

III.

Social Interaction Among Peers

As discussed in the introduction, the notion of interaction

implies that an action by one person alters the probabilities of
subse-

quent actions by the other person.

This sort of dependency does not

preclude the possibility that irrelevant behaviors may occur during
the
time between two related actions.

Eckerman (1979) did an unusual study of social "influence" in

pairs of 18-month-olds.

She claimed that the average time between con-

tingent acts may vary from 20 seconds for a 10-month-old dyad, to
seconds for a 2-year-old dyad.

5

Two pairs of Ss were videotaped separ-

ately in a laboratory playroom, twice per week for four weeks.

The
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mothers sat on the floor and neither
initiated nor intervened.
were unfamiliar with each other.

provided for each session.

All Ss

A novel pair of duplicate toys
was

During week

1,

there was no peer in the

playroom for the first vist, and another
female adult substituted for
the second mother.

remaining

7

A peer was present with his/her
mother during the

of the 30 minute sessions.

Social influence was restric-

tively defined as imitation of another
child's action on the same or

duplicate object.

Action on an object was defined as moving
an object

or moving hands/feet on the object.

Termination of action was defined

as loss of contact with the object for 10
seconds, or initiation of con-

tact with a new object.

The data were the time intervals between
one

child's action on an object and the other child's
imitation.

This time

lag was compared for the alone control condition
(averaged over Ss) versus the dyadic play condition.

Social influence was demonstrated by

the difference between the time lag distributions.

of the imitations occurred within 30 seconds.

For both pairs, most

In the control condition,

the incidence of matching behaviors was generally lower
and more uni-

formly distributed over a larger range of time intervals.
Finkelstein, Dent, Gallacher

behavior of infants, aged
15 to 31 months.

7

Ramey (1978) compared the social

to 14 months, with that of toddlers, aged

The 12 infants and 15 toddlers were black children

from low SES families.

Each group was observed in a separate day care

setting which they attended from
the year.

&

9

a.m. to

The staff: child ratio was 1:3.

5

p.m. weekdays, 50 weeks of

Each child was observed on

five consecutive days; four 5-minute observation periods took place an
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hour apart, each morning,

a paper and pencil scoring
system was used in

which five seconds of observation
alternated with five seconds of recording.

The major scoring categories
included:

(1)

Attempt, or unsuc-

cessful initiation, in which social
behavior elicited no response in the
5-second interval; (2) Interaction, or
successful initiation, in which a
social behavior elicited a response
during the 5-second interval; and

Continuation of ongoing interaction, in which
an initiation was

(3)

followed by uninterrupted reciprocation of
social behaviors.

The 5-

second criterion was chosen on the basis of
an assumption that infants

would not perceive any relationship between
behaviors separated by more
than

5

seconds.

(That assumption may have underestimated the
attention

of infants to some extent, but it was far worse
for the toddlers.

De-

pending on the pace and tone of the setting, the scoring
method would be
more or less biased towards the unsuccessful initiation
outcomes.

This

problem would be compounded if the initiation took place
at the end of
5-second observation window, such that a response occurring
in the following

5

seconds would be unobserved.)

The observers coded who inter-

acted and what sequence of actions took place.

categorized as
(c)

(a)

touching,

(b)

Social behavior was

vocalizing while looking, and

object-related behavior including give, take and show.

Each

observed by each of two observers who rotated between groups.

S

was

During

scoring practice, 85-90% agreement was obtained in each scoring category.

Toddlers were found to be socially engaged with peers during 11%

of the scoring intervals, compared to 6% for infants; this difference
was significant.

Infants responded to peers in 12% of initiations.

a
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while toddlers responded to
36%; the age effect was significant.

Peers-

responsiveness to Ss was reliably
correlated with Ss' responsiveness
to
peers.
For both groups, the probability
of success in initiating with
peers was .19. The conditional
probability of success using object-

related behavior was .46, compared with
.38 using vocalizing, and .01
using touch. The authors suggested
that the greater responsiveness of
toddlers was due to their much greater
use of talking.

Despite the

apparent methodological difficulty mentioned
earlier, this study is
valuable because it provides some concrete
evidence about the social

development of young black children, a group
not well represented in the
literature.

The relative utility of object-mediated
initiations among

these children is consistent with the findings
from other segments of
the population.

Bronson (1975) did an observational study of
toddlers in laboratory playgroups.

The children were provided with toys while their

mothers sat and chatted.
utes.

Play sessions lasted between 35 and 45 min-

The 33 coded sessions included all 20 male and 20 female
Ss at

least once; repeated observations of the same child in a
different group

were obtained for all but

5

Play groups were homogeneous with

Ss.

respect to age, though there were age differences between groups.
sions were attended by
sessions) or

2

pairs

(1

4

mother- toddler pairs (21 sessions),
session)

.

Each

S

3

Ses-

pairs (11

was seen in ten evenly spaced

sessions, the first four of which were averaged to give trimester
scores; sessions

5

through

7

I

were averaged to give trimester II scores;

and the last three sessions comprised the trimester III scores.

The
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three trimesters correspond to
ages 13-16 months, 17-20 months,
and
21-24 months respectively.
it is noteworthy that the number
of obse rvations going into the trimester scores
was not uniform.
All peer-

directed behavior, except visual regard,
was scored as an initiation of
an encounter.

The behavior was scored from videotape
using an unusual

classification system in which each incident
was assigned a ••class"

based upon general qualities of the signal,
and a "type" specifying

accompanying behaviors including brief
exchanges, longer chained exchanges, or sustained common focus of
attention.

The class of "dis-

agreements" contains three types, corresponding
to gradations of intensity.

The "affiliative" class contains four types,
characterized as

follows:

(A)

viting, and

brief, passing,

(d)

(B)

sustained or repeated,

evidently planful, with contingencies.

class, "?", including relatively neutral events.

(c)

warm, in-

There is a third

Four events were un-

classifiable; they included both a disagreement and an
affiliative
signal, and appearing to have a teasing flavor.

Reliability was

assessed by having a second observer code 165 minutes of tape which
contained 140 events.

Full agreement occurred for 75% of the events; 16%

were brief initiations which one coder missed; 9% of the events brought

disagreement about the nature of the gesture, the presence of concurrent
vocalization, or the distinction between a series of brief encounters
vs. a period of low-level play.

During all three trimesters, the rate of Ss initiation to peers
was between 2.0 and 2.6 per 10 minutes of observation.

Mothers were

more frequently the target of initiation, while unfamiliar adults were
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approached less frequently than
peers,

^ere was

large between-group

variability in the frequency of
events, but the variation was
not
attributable to group size, sex composition,
or trimester age of Ss.
Bronson (1975) interpreted the low
initiation rate as preference for
other activities rather than avoidance
of peers.
T^e amount of interaction did not vary systematically
within the duration of the play sessions,

individual initiation rates were
significantly correlated be-

tween any two of the three trimesters;
Bronson suggested this shows

stability of orientation to peers.

demonstration of stability.

(First, correlation is a weak

Second, absolute initiation rate is not

readily interpretable when inter-group
variability is large.)

Initia-

tion rate was not significantly related to
Ss sex or number of siblings.
The frequency of a Ss initiation was not
significantly correlated with

frequency of receiving initiations, in any trimester.

Selection as a

target at one trimester age was not predictive
of frequency of selection
at later ages.

Despite the low frequency of active engagement, toddlers
devoted

much of their visual attention to peers throughout all
play sessions.
Of 933 events, all but 29 were dyadic (!); 772 were
brief exchanges,

some of which occurred in clusters that appeared to lack
mutual respon-

siveness.

About 10% of the interactions were play periods, mostly under

a minute in duration.

As a class, disagreements constituted 45% of peer

activities; of that, 70% were disputes, takes, and attempted takes cen-

tering on some desired object.

Affiliative encounters comprised about

one-third of the events in the playroom; 40% of these were offers
and
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about 10% were shows.

Thus, objects seemed to play
a central role in

mediating peer interaction.
NO sex differences were found
in the rate of initiation of
differ-

ent types of events at any age.

with increasing age, events classified

as disagreements became more
intense.

Among the aff illative encounters

there were significant age-related
increases in "initiations of the more

sociable

(C)

and complex

(D)

types of events"

(Bronson, 1975, p. 143).

With increasing age the "?" events,
mostly touches, became less frequent.

The author proposed that disagreements
over toys intensified as

the particular qualities of the toys
became increasingly important to
the children's use of them.

This hypothesis was supported by the de-

crease in the proportion of successes in
attempts to take a toy, from

two-thirds in trimester

I

to one-third in trimesters II and III.

Bron-

son believes this was not aggression or hostility
because often the

taker didn't even look at the possessor, just
at the toy.

She thinks

the disagreements intensify with age because the
loss of the toy seems

more of a "personal affront" as the child develops
concepts of self and

possession.

Bronson wrote:

Most "Disagreement" events are social only in the very limited
.
.
sense of incidentally including an age mate within their
configuration.
In some very rare instances a toddler is seen to focus
directly on the peer, appearing to explore the affect of his agonistic behaviors on the other (1975, pp. 146-7).
.

The affliative class was defined so that the peer was a central focus
of

attention.
events.

The offer gesture was included in 40% of all aff illative

This need not be interpreted as sharing, since offer was scored

if a child deposited an object and departed.

Repeated offers seemed to
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be attempts to elicit a reaction
rather than transfer possession.

Lim-

ited reactions were evoked by 68-78%
of the affiliative initiations.
Signal types C and D did not elicit
greater responsiveness than types A
and B. The age of the respondent
did not predict responsiveness.
Type

A and B initiations tended to be less
frequent with increasing age,
while types C and D became significantly
more frequent.

Children who

used type D initiations still gave
limited responses to others' type D
approaches.

The increase in type D behavior with
age was due mostly to

children offering to their peers something
s/he appeared to need or
want.

Bronson inferred the development of role
taking.

This behavior

was not motivated by socialization, since
children fight over toys despite parental diapproval; nor was it motivated
by subsequent rewards,
since the giver usually departed.

"Having learned what belongs with

what, the toddler seems moved to bring together
the separate pieces with
no more than an end state of completion being
the goal"
150)

.

(op.

cit., p.

The adults who mistakenly label the event as sharing
contribute

to the development of intentional sharing.

Bronson said that there were large individual differences in
the
number of observations contributing to each child's trimester
scores,

but since the differences were "randomly distributed," she dismissed
them as unimportant.

She then went on to make subgroup comparisons

without reporting any infractions of the assiamptions on which the statistics are based.

Another concern is with the dichotomous classifica-

tion scheme, the "?" class notwithstanding.

To call almost all of the

behavior that is not "disagreement" by the label, "affiliative," is to

make unwarranted assumptions
about the motives involved.

The frequency

Of disagreements may have been
increased by the failure to
provide
duplicate toys, so that any attempt
to imitate a peer^s action
on a toy
resulted in conflict. Finally,
Bronson used these same classifications
for initiations, brief encounters,
and extended exchanges.
Despite the
value in attempting to apply labels
which stress the common elements in
the various events, the problem
is that the length of the event
is not
independent of the meaning of the signals
exchanged; the length adds

information about how the participants
experienced the exchange.
Ross & Goldman (1977) did an
observational study of 48 toddlers,

including 16 children at each of
12, 18, and 24 months of age.

Each 18

month old came to one session with a 12
month old, then a week later to
a second session with a 24 month
old.

The children played for 25 min-

utes in a lab playroom with 10 toys and
both mothers present.

Mothers

were given the typical instructions to avoid
guiding the children.

All

sessions were videotaped, then two observers
audiotaped descriptions of
the children's behavior.

iors were recorded.

The sequence and duration of all social behav-

In 800 minutes of observation, over 2000 social

overtures were recorded.

For 32 dyads, in 800 minutes, the frequencies

of social behaviors were as follows:

364 offers of a toy,

316 attempts

to take an unoffered toy, 340 smiles and laughs, 531 positive
vocaliza-

tions, 103 negative vocalizations, 237 instances of showing
a toy, 512

positive physical contacts, and 52 negative physical contacts.

The

authors defined "games" in terms of mutual responsiveness, alternation

of turns, and nonliteral content of commiani cations

.

Turn-taking was
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signalled by the use of pauses in
a child's action and by
directing
his/her gaze at the person or thing
expected to respond. A^ong the
12
month Olds, no smiling or laughing
was done in the context of games
or
game overtures, compared with
25% in that context for 18 month
olds

interacting with 12 month olds, 33%
for 18 month olds interacting with
24 month olds, and 72% for 24 month olds.
The authors proposed a metacommunicative role for smiling and laughing
among 24 month olds, signalling "this is a game."

Games were observed with reciprocal,
imitative

or complementary structure.

(The affective display could be an
indivi-

dual state marker as easily as it could
be a relational context marker.

Another interpretation of the meaning of
the display, if it is a context
marker, might be "I like this; continue!")

Holmberg (1980) studied the social interchange
patterns among
children from

1

to 3-1/2 years of age and their day care
teachers "in

order to assess the influence of partner feedback
and response capabilities"

(p.

449).

The toddlers were familiar with each other, with
their

teachers, and with the setting.
care facilities.

The study was done in six multiage day

The total N of 72 Ss included six males and six fe-

males at ages 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, and 42 months.

At least three chil-

dren from each age group were sampled from every day care setting.

Written and videotaped observations of each child were made for
15
minutes on
by

6

2

days within the same week.

hours of observation:

Each age level was represented

30 minutes per child x 12 children.

observations took place indoors, after snack and before lunch.
lowing coding scheme was used with 5-second scoring intervals.

All
The fol-
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initiations could be scored
after a change of partner, or
after 10 seconds elapsed without a socially
directed behavior (SDB, Mueller-s
tenn)
Positive initiations included verbal
requests, statements and questions;
vocalizing and gesturing; "positive"
physical contact; offering or showing an object; giving assistance
or caretaking; and duplicating or
coordinating acts with toys. Smiles,
looks, and locomotion were not
included.

Assertive (euphemistic?) initiations
included taking objects,

hitting, obstructing another's activity,
and making negative commands.
The interchange measures were
defined by the number of turns by each

participant.

"A turn included all of the behaviors
defined under the

initiation system made by one person as a
response to the other person"
(Holmberg, 1980, p. 450).

An unsuccessful initiation meant one
turn

with no observed response.
action and a reaction.

A simple interchange equaled two turns, an

An elaborated interchange occurred when each

partner had two or more turns following a positive
initiation; repetition of a simple interchange was excluded.

coded in content categories:

Elaborated interchanges were

caretaking, instructions or demonstra-

tions, object possession, joint use of objects, and
conversation.

Reli-

ability ranged from 82 to 95% agreement between scorers.

Holmberg found no sex differences.

The mean frequency of positive

initiations with adults remained stable across age groups at about 13

per 30 minutes, while the frequency of initiations with peers increased
significantly from
36 to 42 months.

5

per 30 minutes at 12 months to 15 per 30 minutes at

The high frequency of initiations in adult-child dyads

seemed to be due to the activity of the adults.

Assertive initiations
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with peers outnu:nbered those
with adults at all ages.

The percentage of

initiations that were assertive
decreased significantly with increasing
age from around 50% during the
second year to around 20% by the
end of
the third year. There was an
insignificant trend toward decreasing

unsuccessful initiations among older Ss.

Although the frequency of

simple interchanges with all partners
increased with age, the proportion

remained in the 30-50% range.

While the frequency of elaborated inter-

changes with adults showed no age-related
change, the frequency with

peers increased from about
2

1

per 30 minutes at 12 through 24 months, to

per 30 minutes at 30 months and

4

per 30 minutes at 36 months.

The

content of the elaborated interchanges with
peers was mainly toy possession until the third year, including giving
and receiving, with some

vocalizing and touching.

Later interchanges dealt with joint use of

objects and conversation, both of which were prominent
from 36 months
on.

The age-related increase in joint use of objects
was significant,

as was the increase in conversation.

(The author explicitly assumed

that control of social relationship is bidirectional,
but then no

comment was made about the age distribution of the children with
whom Ss
interacted.

Lacking that information, developmental effects cannot be

interpreted.

Mueller
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Lucas (1975) noted that studies of acquainted peers find

more aff illative behavior than do studies of strangers.

In their study,

Ss were 5 firstborn boys who met in a playgroup twice per week for 2-1/2

hours.

The children, aged 13 to 15 months at the start of

3

months of

Ill

meetings, were videotaped one
hour per week.
supervision.

"Socially directed behavior"

Parents provided rotating
was defined as the

(SDB)

occurrence of visual regard of the
other along with some other act.
"Contingent" acts were contiguous in

time (within a few seconds) and

space (close enough to allow mutual
influence)

"Contact" referred to

.

the occurrence of a shared or
mutual object of visual attention among
Ss.

2

When contact occurred among three
or more Ss, the event was called

a "cluster."

An "interact" was two contingent
SDBs during a contact.

An "interchange" was two or more
contingent interacts.

During inter-

changes, an internal SDB closed one
interact and opened the next.

Interchanges have the same turn- taking form
as adult conversation.

Mueller
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Lucas defined three stages of peer interaction.

dyadic interaction was observed before the age
of two years.

Only

Stage

I

is

titled, "Object-Centered Contacts."

Despite their expertise in both the exploration
of objects and the
regulation of adult behavior, toddlers are at a loss
when confronted
with potential playmates their own age (1975,
p. 229).
This may explain the prevalence of object-centered
contacts during initial meetings of 1-year-olds.

One child's object-play interested others

who approached to act on the object similarly, without the
children's
awareness of the effects of their behavior on one another.

apparent absence of social contingencies
laterally on the

toy— the

— since

Despite the

each child acted uni-

first child's action tended to be copied by

later participants in their attempts to reproduce the interesting display.

The authors call this a behavioral constraint.

the object discontinuously and non-simultaneously

;

Children acted on

they alternately
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acted and watched.

The watch pause appeared
to allow for processing of

feedback infonning about the
result of the act.

m

addition, so.e objects can have limited numbers
of users at any one time which
made the
Objects temporarily inaccessible
and imposed an apparent turn-taking

structure on the users.

This alternating form of social
accommodation

derived from the properties of
object-centered peer contact.
sition to the next stage was facilitated
by
constraint,

(2)

the act/watch rhythm, and

(1)

(3)

The tran-

imitative or behavioral

limited access objects.

Still lacking was interest in influencing
peer behavior, called inter-

personal contingency.
of interaction,

Stage

I

contacts were not replaced by other modes

when the object was more interesting
than the social

contingencies, contact became object-centered.
Stage II was titled, "Simple and complex
Contingency Interchanges."
stage.

Interpersonal contingencies were actively reproduced
at this

Reciprocal regulations of the timing of contingent
acts occurred

when the contingencies became apparent to the
children.

While the

structure of the social event was contingency, the
content was often
imitative.

If one child's behavior was peer-directed while
the other's

was object-centered, an intermediate form of puppet-like
sequences was
observed; the peer-directed participant could use the object to
regulate
the behavior of the object-centered partner.

During simple interchange,

regulation was mutual and content was \anrestricted.

As the number of

SDBs in an interchange increased, children became capable of combining

several actions.

This was the defining feature of complex interchange,

which often involved looking, vocalizing and acting concurrently.

The
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constellation of behaviors served
both attention-maintaining
and
interchange-defining functions. The
interaction was no longer tied to
a
set Of specific actions or toys.
Verbal- and action-interchanges
could
be nested and simultaneous.
The children were able to
exchange turns
but not exchange roles.
Roles were either diffuse when
the range of
responses was unrestricted, or else
rigid when the structure of complementary roles could not be reversed.
(Complementary structure, e.g.,

follower/leader, coexists at this stage with
symmetrical content, e.g.,
imitation.
Stage III was titled, "Complementary
Interchanges."

At this

point, reciprocal content characterized
the inter-coordinated acts.

act was performed with its complement
expected.

"The only method for

ascertaining complementarity is role reversal"
(Mueller
p. 247).

An
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Lucas, 1975,

For instance, running together was imitative
(symmetrical),

but chasing was complementary.

Because Stage III required role revers-

ability of reciprocally connected activities,
both the content and the

timing of interaction were constrained.

Stage III developments sould be

delayed by:
the temporal constraint, the nonimitative requirement,
the necessity
for action at a distance, the complete subordination
of interest in
the object, and the narrow limitation on possible
complementary
actions (op. cit. , p. 248).

Knowledge of complementary patterns was obtained by Stage II experiences
where different parts of the pattern were observed or performed on different occasions.
age.

All

3

stages have been observed by 1-1/2 years of

Stage II interaction was fragile at first, requiring "peer

specificity," that is, the right dyad, and also "place and object
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specificity," i.e., "the right
ecology" ,op. cit.,.

changes in social

organization and changes within
individuals were each causes of change
in the other.
The videotaped records from the
Mueller

have been used by Mueller

.

&

Lucas study appear to

Rich (1976) in their analysis of
clustering.

The subjects, setting, and observation
methods were the same for both

publications.
tent.

The terms used to describe the
units were also consis-

The authors noted that the Ss
ignored the videocamera once they

found it was inaccessible.

Excluding all adult-xnitiated gatherings,

clusters were periods of ten or more
seconds when three or more children

focused attention on a single object or activity.

defined in terms of distance.
often multi-sensory.

Clusters were not

The attention-capturing stimuli were

The observers could not tell if children were

drawn to the initial display or to the group
that had gathered around
it.

The duration of a cluster was timed beginning at
the arrival of

the third child and ending when only a pair remained.

Also scored were

the number of participants and the total N present
at the session.

Each

participant was coded as either "active" or "observer" depending
on

whether he joined the play or just watched.
and all SDBs were recorded.

The type of play was coded,

Reliability was determined by having two

observers code a one-hour tape.

Cluster duration ranged from 14 to 74

seconds; differences between coders' estimates of duration ranged from
1

to

7

seconds.

Agreement was 100% on measures of cluster size, activ-

ity level, and play type.

Agreement on behavior categories was 74% (!);
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most errors were omissions,

clusters rich in SDBs were coded by
both

observers.
in 11 hours of tape, there were
42 clusters or about 1 per 15

minutes.

There was no variation across months
in the frequency, dura-

tion or number of participants.
s.d.=25 seconds.

In 41% of occurrences, all of the
children present

joined the cluster,
the time, and

3

The average duration was 43 seconds,

when all

5

children were present, 4 joined 22% of

joined 12% of the time.

to month or duration.

The type of play was unrelated

No clusters were entirely object- free:

52%

focused on climb-on or climb- through objects, 31%
on small toys, and 17%
on other objects and non-object activities.

During all three months

most clusters formed around active children, but the
percentage forming
around inactive children increased significantly from
7%, to 17%, to
44%.

Participants were 80-90% likely to be active rather than observ-

ing.

The SDB consisting of looking, vocalizing, and manipulating in-

creased in frequency across the months.

The sum of SDBs increased from

3.0 per minute in the first month, to 5.9 per minute in the third month.

While four of the five children seemed to take part in this change, one

did not.

There was a pair among the Ss who were previously acquainted;

they showed the third-month pattern before the others.

Look-and- vocal-

ize and look-and-manipulate were fairly frequent from the start, ranging

from .6 to 3.0 per minute.

"object-centered,"

2

to

3

were "socially-centered."
vary across months.

Clusters with

1

SDB were categorized

SDBs were "intermediate," and

4

to 13 SDBs

The frequencies of these categories did not

Only during the third month was there a significant
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rank correlation between duration
and nun^er of SDBs.
the proportion of object-centerd
clusters was 44%.

"...

concluded that

still, in month

3

Mueller , Rich

considerable interpersonal orientation
and skill

can be developed before age
18 months in a free play situation"
(op.
cit.

,

p.

322)

Mueller

&

Brenner (1977) attempted to determine
whether familiar-

ity or general social growth was
responsible for the developmental
changes observed in toddlers' interactions.

The Ss were twelve boys,

divided into two groups; each group
contained three firstborn and three
laterborn children.
perience.

Group

months of age.
19 months.

1

All Ss were unacquainted and lacked
prior peer ex-

met at age 12 months and was observed
at 16 and 18

Group

2

met at 16-1/2 months and was observed at 17
and

Two teachers were present who provided
for needs and safety

but didn't teach the children how to play together.
from

9 a.m.

rest.

Sessions lasted

until noon, including free play, snack, activities,
and

Videotaping took place during free play.

The Ss were studied in

dyads, since the authors felt that larger group
interaction could not be
as accurately assessed.

The groups lasted seven months.

15 dyads was taped for 15 minutes on each of 4 occasions.
ly:

Each of the
(Incidental-

"Instant-replay videotape is essential for coding both interaction-

al sequences and the components of social behaviors"

857).)

(op.

cit., p.

The available toys were small and portable or large and station-

ary; they varied across sessions but not within sessions.

"Contact" was

defined as toddlers directing behavior to a common object and/or to each
other.

Contacts were classified as mostly object-focused or mostly
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peer-focused.

The definition of SDB was
also refined slightly:

a dis-

crete action potentially
perceivable by a peer, that accompanies,

precedes or follows looking at the
peer.

SDBs were classified simple
or

coordinated; a coordinated SDB was
two or
"seamless" succession.

nK,re

simple SDBs in unison or

Interaction was defined as an
alternating series

Of mutually directed SDBs of two
children, with less than ten seconds
between units. The length of an
interaction was the number of chained
SDBS it included. Reliability
ranged from .75 to 1.0 (concordance).
As noted earlier, each SDB implied
coordination of looking and

another action.

"ihe development of peer social
behavior across the

second year was conceptualized as a
progressive series of combinations

of formerly separate behaviors" (Mueller

&

the average, 30% of all SDBs were isolated.
SDBs did not change over time.

interactions.

mained stable.

(2

On

The frequency of isolated

Longitudinal increases were found in

both groups in the frequency of:

within interactions, short

Brenner, 1977, p. 857).

simple and ccoordinated SDBs, all SDBs

unit) interactions, and longer

(>

3

units)

Contacts increased with age until 18 months, then
reThe group with longer acquaintance developed more
coor-

dinated SDBs and more long interactions.

The rate of increase of

interactions was related to length of acquaintance, not to
chronological
age

Properties of turn rhythmicity, alternation of "active" and "watching" roles, and bidirectional focus of behavior enter into sustained

interactions (op. cit.

,

p.

859)

The authors contended that peer social development was not an immediate

generalization from parent-infant interaction, as evidenced by the four
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to five months of experience
needed for the observed growth
among toddlers.
SDBs reflected acquisition of
a cognitive skill.
Object-focused

parallel play provided a situation
in which interaction was possible.
Most social interaction occurred
in object-focused contacts, although
when toys were absent social
interaction did occur without them.
"Par-

ticipation in peer interaction is thus
concluded to be the direct source
of skill resulting in more frequent
use of coordinated peer-directed

behavior"

(op.

cit., p. 860).

(The above group of Mueller et al.

studies were probably the best

examples in the peer interaction literature
of matching a methodology to
the questions being investigated.

These studies tended to be discus-

sion-heavy, with disappointingly scant "methods"
and "results" descriptions.

They also neglected reporting affective concommitants.

if the

flavor of the interactions was lost, the dimensions of
their structure

were not.

Mueller
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Brenner (1977) suggested that structure and content

may be functionally "inseparable," but the issue hinges on how
the variables are defined.

Roughly speaking, the more abstract the terms of the

structural description, the less content is available; it seems that
this idea was demonstrated by the research cited above.

Mueller's

variables have units which displayed information relevant to the cognitive hypotheses he explored.)

Mueller

&

Musatti (1981) introduced the term "shared meaning" to

refer to abstract themes that seem to guide and constrain interactions
among toddlers.

The ritual repetition of these patterns suggested that

they were performed for their own sake rather than for some adaptive
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goal.

The constituent actions were
inferred to be nonliteral fro.
the

accompanying laughter and other
positive expressions.

The representational skills involved in the
interactions included the planning
of
socially effective cornxnunication.
"The actor must gain and hold
attention, direct the message, and
signal turn-taking" (op. cit.,
p. 2).

Subjects of the study were six boys
who met in a daily playgroup from
age twelve months.
Dyadic free play was sampled at
12.5, 15.3, and 18

months of age.

Each sample included the same total
time and the same

contribution of each child.
used in Brenner

&

Analyses were based on the same videotapes

Mueller (in press, reviewed below),

ing negative affect were included.

In all,

only games lack-

745 performances of poten-

tially sharable themes were coded for the
presence of:

prior social

planning aids, social directivity aids,
turn-taking aids, and expressions of playfulness.

They found that the frequency of ritualized
play

themes increased with age; almost a tenfold
increase was revealed com-

paring the 12 and 18 month samples:
243 to 455.

the frequency increased from 47 to

Only 25% of the cases were single performances; the
rest

involved repetitions by the same actor without pause.

Expressions of

playfulness, including smiling and laughing, nearly doubled in
frequency

by 18 months, reaching 38% of the ritualized play episodes.

The inci-

dence of social planning aids, such as looking at the partner,
doubled

over the age range, reaching 70% by 18 months.

turn-taking did not show age related growth.

Social directivity and
The sum of the communica-

tive aids used in a single coordinated performance showed significant
age related increase, especially between 15 and 18 months.

By 18
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months,

3

15 months,

or

4

aids wore present in 29% ot
all performances.

At 12 to

soolal directivity aids were
.odal, but at 18 months planning

aids were predominant.

The average nunO^er of aids
Increased at 18

months because there was an increase
in the frequency of types of
themes
that typically involved multiple
aids.
At both 15 and 18 months, motor
copy was the most common theme.

Brenner

&

Mueller (in press) studied the content
of peer interac-

tion through the apparent meaning of
segments of toddlers' interaction.

While the structural qualities of interaction
(imitation, complementarity, and reciprocity) were considered
organizational features,

"vocal

copy" and "motor copy" were considered
themes or categories of meaning.
The sequencing of behaviors in peer interaction
seemed quite variable.

Shared themes are more abstract than individual
behavioral acts in
several ways:
(1) their expression involves the production of
several different behaviors
.;
(2) they constrain pennissable
social behavior across longer periods of time
.; and (3) they
imply a shared definition of the situation
(p. 4).
.

.

.

.

Prior to the advent of shared meaning, peer interaction is
regarded as "merely response elici tation.

Complete interactions were

"

viewed on videotape and the behavioral theme of each child was
coded.
If both children in the interaction used the same theme,

meaning was indicated.

then shared

Shared moaning was inferred on the bases of

action imitation, complementarity, or the presence of "conventionalized"
behaviors.
months.

Two groups of six boys met five mornings per week for seven

Playgroup

1

(PGl)

and Playgroup

2

(PG2)

were composed of 12

month olds and 15 to 17 month olds respectively, at the start.
group had three first born and three later born children.

Each

All subjects
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were strangers without prior
peer experience or any previous
day care.
The playroom, 12'x30-, could
be divided in half by a
sliding wall to

per.it the separation of dyads for
study in a familiar setting.
Both
groups met from 9 a.m. until noon,
including free play, snacK, activities and rest.

Only the free play was recorded.

The teachers present

did not teach play skills; they
only intervened in disputes to
stop persistent hitting. Data was collected
3 times during 2 week
periods when

each of the 15 dyads in each group was
taped during a 15 minute play
session.

The mean ages at the time of sampling
were 12, 15, and 18

months for PGl
were made for

,

3

and 17, 19 and 22 months for PG2.

sessions by 15 dyads in each of

behavior was the SDB:

2

m

all, 90 videotapes

groups.

The unit of

any discrete behavior accompanied,
preceded or

followed by looking at the peer, and potentially
perceivable by the
peer.

The dictionary of shared meanings contained
all themes that

occured twice or more:
(2)-

(1)

Vocalization, positive or neutral,

Positive affect, as an indication of understanding,

(4)

Motor copy,

(8)

Object exchange,

aggression,

(11)

(5)

Curtain running,
(9)

(6)

Run-follow,

Object possession struggle,

4

(7)

(10)

Vocal copy,

Peek-a-boo,

Physical

Rough-and-tumble, and (12) Shared reference.

tions were classified "short" if they were
"long" if

(3)

or more SDBs long.

ity for coding SDBs.

2

to

3

SDBs in length, and

The authors assumed intercoder reliabil-

They agro.,d 91% on the presence of shared meaning,

and 93% on the specific meaning involved, given shared meaning.
all,

Interac-

385 interactions were recorded, 134 in PGl and 201 in PG2.

OverOf 186

long interactions, 79 occurred in PGl and 107 in PG2, comprising 43% and

53% of interactions coded respectively.

shared meaning occurred in 178

interactions, corresponding to
46%; 66 were in PGl, amounting
to 36%,
and 112 were in PG2, amounting
to 56% of the interactions.
Meaning was
shared in 73% of long interactions
and in 22% of short interactions.
The length of long interactions
with shared meaning was significantly

greater than the length of long
interactions without shared meaning.
The 12 month olds engaged mostly
in short interactions without
shared

meanings except for object exchange.

By 15 months, 40% of all interac-

tions were long, but only 35% of those
long interactions had shared

meaning.

At 18 months, 47% of the interactions
were long, and 70% of

long interactions had shared meaning.

The PG2 showed little change over

time, with long interactions occurring 50-60%
of the time, of which 60-

90% had shared moaning.

m

PGl but not PG2, the number of different

shared meanings increased over time.
were observed only in PG2.

ofall

Peek-a-boo and shared reference

The most frequent meanings, amounting to 53%

shared meanings, were motor copy, object exchange,
and object

possession struggle.

These were the only meanings observed in at least

half of the 30 dyads.

Object possession struggle ranked most frequent

overall, most frequent in PG2, and second most frequent (by
an insignif-

icant margin) in PGl behind object exchange.

In 54% of all interac-

tions, no shared meaning was evident; usually one or neither
child was

using a meaning that had been observed as sharable.

In a few cases,

both children tried to initiate different (incompatible) sharable
moani ngs
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Mueller

.

Vandell (1979) have reviewed
the vast bulK (so to speak)

of peer interaction research,
including .any studies which are
unpublished or locally unavailable.
Mueller S Vandell n^ke the necessary

distinction between social behavior,
which is attributable to individuals, and social interaction, which
concerns "the behavioral states of
two children at once and focuses
on their interrleation" (op. cit.,
p.

596).

vmen social development is studied
as dyadic interaction, the

analysis of the dyadic system does not
illuminate the social competence
of the participating individuals

quires some qualification:

(p.

613).

The latter statement re-

it is true if competence is understood
as

transsituational, while the dyadic system analyzed
in a particular set

of peer encounters is subject to situational
constraints (e.g., familiarity, peer experience, group size, setting).

(See the start of this

Appendix for related material, particularly concerning
the logical types
of various levels of description.)
Durfee

S

Lee (1973) used young Ss, 6 to 14 months of age.

^
They

found that one-way contacts were most common during the
first year, but

chains of alternating reciprocal contacts increased aftorxvard.

Mueller

took this as a partial validation of the stages proposed
in Mueller

Lucas (1975).

&

Children were more likely to make social contact when the

other child was alone than when the other was interacting with someone
else.

Dragsten

& Lee

(1973)

attempted to compare a familiar day care

setting with an unfamiliar laboratory setting.

The setting variable was
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confounded by two others.

The familiar setting
offered a group of

familiar peers, while the lab
setting included children who
were all
strangers. Mso, the fa^liar
setting used a group, but the
unfamiliar
setting arranged Ss in dyads.
Cespite these serious design
problems, it
was noteworthy that more social
episodes occurred among the dyads.

oltltl
bo^r^ e^-^a frot"

(19^3) have outlined in theoretical
ter^s why

^^'^^^

a ^stie.; the presL^^e

'""T'^'

To

ff^fb.ec^L^r ^c^

^^^^^^ '^'^^

^S^f^l^l

and hxs impact. For example, if
a peer takes a toy with wMch
another infant is engrossed, the
infant is forced to reaUze the
'°
^''^ treasured toy.
At the same
time, '/""^rf
mother circumstances, contacts around the
same or similar
discovery of interpersonal contingencies.
?
Through
roLh the
IZ objects,
I
infants can discover their control
over the
peer (Mueller & Vandell, 1979,
p. 597).

I

In 1975, Hubbs claimed that infants'

use of objects does not con-

stitute their sole source of interaction
with familiar peers.

Bleier (1976) observed 480 peer-directed
behaviors of 1-year-olds.

Multiple regression analyses yielded the finding
that prior mutual looking was a significant predictor of a response
by the peer, but proximity

was a stronger predictor.
response.

Only 47% of

tlie

SDBs elicited an SDB in

Many contingent responses occurred which were not
social yet

which constituted an "interaction in the sense of
response elicitation"
(Mueller et al., 1979, p. 617).
the interactive system:

Bleier proposed two types of units for

the SDB, and the elicitation relationship.

Vandell (1976) observed 6 males for the

6

months between 16 and 22

months of ago, comparing their interaction in familiar dyadic and group
settings.

Ss wore videotaped in a daily playgroup.

was predominantly motoric rather than vocal.

Their interactions

Over time there were
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systematic increases in the
nu.ber of turns in an exchange,
the proportion of time spent interacting,
and the .can duration of interactions.
A roaximu. of 17 actor exchanges
was observed.
Group size significantly

influenced the interaction pattern.

Over the six months, the increase

in the time spent in interaction
was attributable to the dyads, not
the

larger group.

The complexity, measured by the
number of coordinated

SDBs, increased over time for the
dyads but not for the group.

Of the

11 measures which changed over 6 months, all
were evident in the dyadic

setting while none were in the same
group.

DcStefano (1976) compared peer interaction
among 18-month-old
males in a facsimile day care situation
with either large toys only,
small toys only, no objects, or all kinds
of objects available.

Peer

social contacts were most frequent in the
large toy and no toy conditions, and least frequent in the small toy
condition.

In the small toy

condition, object exploration was prevalent; it
also elicited the most

negative affect.
conditions.

Positive affect was common in the large toy and no
toy

It seemed that the presence of small, interesting,
undupli-

cated objects evoked considerable competition for limited
resources,
while larger toys facilitated simultaneous or alternating
action on the
object.

Kelly (1976) observed 40 toddlers aged up to 36 months, in a playgroup setting.
given time.)

(It is not clear how many children were present at a

Cliildren with older siblings were significantly more

likely to initiate with a peer and less likely to initiate with a
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teacher than were children
xcn withoutwitnout.

ru^i^
Children with no siblings were
the

ones most likely to engage in
solitary play.

Eisenberg

.

Garvey's (1981) study of verbal
conflict resolution

strategies was based on a sample
of children whose ages barely overlapped the toddler age group, as
defined in Chapter I.
it is included
in this review because it
documented the verbal skills and interactive

capacities of children who were leaving
toddlerhood.

These exit skills

should be typical of the oldest subjects
of the study described in the

body of this dissertation,
Eisenberg et al.

(1981)

noted that socially adaptive conversation-

al behavior is normally evident by age
3.

The adversative episode is defined as the
interaction which grows
out of an opposition to a request for action,
an assertion, or an
action.
It is a social task whose objective is
the resolution of
that conflict or contradiction.
The negating responses or oppositions include refusals, disagreements, denials,
and objections
(op.

cit.

,

p.

150)

The sequence began with opposition and ended
with the goal of

resolution of the positions of the participants.

Tlie

task was created

by the children, not imposed or structured by an adult.
true of toddlers.)

(This is less

Although any child's move in the interaction can be

unnoticed, ignored, or accepted, a statement of opposition interrupted
the interaction until a resolution was achieved.

Unresolved opposition

P revonted the resumption of play together; what followed was often

parallel play, or one child watching the other play.

Sometimes an unre-

solved opposition occurred repetitively through a play session.

The

child who initiated the opposition was called the opposer (OR), and the

partner was the oi)posee

(OE)

.

The OR made the conflict a public event.

Tho OR could repeat the
opposition, but the OE could
only succeed by
attempting persuasive strategies.
The OR could oppose with or
without
explanation or justification. if
a justification was given,
then the
initial request could be reinstated
by either meeting OR's objections
or
by showing that conditions have
changed.
"That children assume that

partners have reasons for saying what
they say is evidenced in the requests for explanation they make of
each other" (op. cit., p. 153).
if
the OR had no reason, s/he was then
expected to comply.

"The different

strategies used in the adversative episodes
are primarily linguistic
ones"

(op.

cit., p. 154).

The episodes were not necessarily
aggressive,

and physical force was usually avoided.

Children modified and softened

their requests in the face of opposition
that was unqualified.

The fol-

lowing hypotheses were offered.
V

^

First, opposing moves will be highly productive
of further verbal
activity in general, but if no accounting for the
opposition is
given, the likelihood of further talk will be
even greater.
Second, the more "adaptive" strategies, that is,
those which take
into account the moves of the interactive partner,
will tend to be
responded to in kind and will tend to be more successful
in resolving the conflict (op. cit., p. 156).

The subjects of the study were 48 dyads videotaped by Garvey
(in
1974)

and 40 dyads videotaped by Lieberman (in 1976).

The 48 acquainted

dyads included 21 males and 27 females of which 12 were aged 2-10
to
3-3, 12 wore 3-6 to 4-4, and 24 were 4-7 to 5-7.

The 40 unacquainted

dyads, aged 3-0 to 4-0, included 40 children who participated in one

dyad and 20 children who were in two.

The acquainted dyads were all

taken from a nursery school setting in a laboratory playroom, and there

were videotaped for 15 minutes.

The children in the unacquainted dyads
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.et for the first time in the
lal^ratory playroom, and each
child was
observed only once per visit to
the laboratory.
The speech was transcribed along with a descriptive
narrative.
the majority of dyads,
both children produced comparable
amounts of speech.

m

The "adversative episodes" were
defined as beginning with the
first denial, refusal, objection,
disagreei.ent

contradiction.

,

conflicting claim, or

Episodes were recorded until either a
settlement oc-

curred, one child disengaged, or the
topic shifted for at least a

minute.

Interjudge agreement was 92%.

averaging 2.5 per dyad.

AH

The study used 221 episodes,

analyses pooled the entire sample "because

of the low frequency of episodes and the
unequal representation of sexes
in the dyad composition"

(op.

cit.

,

157).

p.

Tl.ey

found that 127 con-

flict episodes focused on "objects and actions,"
68 focused on "various

components of pretend transfoi-mations,
beliefs."

"

and 26 focused on "opinions and

Episodes ranged in length from

1

to 32 exchanges, with a

median length of 2.5 exchanges; 66% were shorter than
92% were shorter than 10 exchanges.

involved in 30 episodes.
responses were found:
reason;

(3)

exchanges, and

Aggressive physical action was

Given a verbal act, five kinds of negating

(1)

simple negative, e.g., "no";

make a counterproposal;

or hedge the issue.

5

(4)

(2)

temporize, delay; or

provide a
(5)

evade

The first two types accounted for 73 and 101 re-

sponses, respectively.

While over three-quarters of all episodes were

continued beyond the first exchange, the simple negative elicited continuation of the episode over 90% of the time, suggesting that children
expect their peers to account for opiositional responses.

;-/lien

the
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opposer gave a reason (type
time.
(1)

,

the episode continued only
60. of the

The strategies used in
reaction to opposition include:

insistence,

(2)

(4)

counterproposal,

(6)

compromise,

(9)

2)

(7)

mitigation or aggravation,
(5)

(3)

giving reasons,

conditional directives, inducements
to comply,

request for explanation,

physical force,

(8)

ignoring, i.e., failing to respond
in one second.

bility over one-third of the sample
was almost 81%.
tabulated in Table 26 (Eisenberg

&

Interrater reliaThe results are

Garvey, 1981, p. 163).

TABLE 26

STRATEGIES USED IN THE ADVERSATIVE EPISODES,
BEGINNING WITH THE INITIAL
OPPOSITION, THE FREQUENCY OF THEIR USE, AND
THEIR SUCCESS
IN TERMINATING THE EPISODE (N-210)
Strategy

N

Compromise
Conditional
Counter
Reason
Ignore
Mitigate/Aggravate
Insistence
Request for Explanation
Physical Force
Temporize
Evade
Total

(From Eisenberg

<;

Garvey, 1981)

30
19
54
275
47
30
336
21
10
8

#

Successful

%

Successful

23
10
22
94

76.7
52.6
40.7

9

19.1
13.3
12.5

4

42
2
3

5

1

833

210

34. 2
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The authors suggest "the coding
categories represent different

levels of -adaptiveness,. where
an adaptive .ove gives the
opponent

•something to work with'"

(p.

161)

such as new information, knowledge
of

a social ritual, appreciation of
the peer's perspective, or a
gesture of

fairness in the form of milder demands.

The authors proposed that the

list of strategies in response to
opposition can be ranked as to their

adaptiveness with

n,

insistence, as the lowest, and

compromise, as

the highest; an exception was that
#4 and #5, conditional directive
and

counterproposal, were regarded as the same in
their level of adaptiveness.

Though not the most popular strategies, the
most "adaptive" ones

were found to be the most effective in ending
the conflict.

adaptiveness scale was

_a

(if the

priori, this prediction was most impressive.)

Analysis of 2-act sequences revealed that insistence
was likely to evoke
insistence by the partner, ignoring often elicited
rephrasing of the
initial message, and giving reasons tended to evoke
compromise rather
tha"!!

insistence.

'

.

Hay & Ross (1982) have done the only study explicitly aimed
at

analysis of conflict among toddlers.

They noted that other investiga-

tors have not considered conflicts over objects to be particularly

hostile or social, but rather aroused by the attractiveness of one

object experienced by two children simultaneously.

The additional

social significance of the object is evidenced by:

(1)

use of an object seems to increase its attractiveness;

another person's
(2)

toddlers em-

ploy possessive constructions in their speech, suggesting the inception
of the idea of ownership.

Q.snership is regarded by the authors as a

*
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social contract.

Conflicts are not satisfactorily
dichoto.i.ed into

social and nonsocial categories
hut rather

"n.ay

interpersonal goals and consequences"

cU.,

(op.

have both objective and

p. 106)
Previously
unacquainted pairs of children were
observed for 15 .inutes on 4 consecutive days. on days 1 to
3, pairings were unchanged but
on day 4

half of the children switched
partners.
each condition was balanced for sex.

Mean age was 21 xnonths.

.

Pairs were all same sex, and

N-.48,

of which 24 were firstborn.

The 24 pairs with complete records
were ob-

tained from an original group of 32
pairs, some of whom were eliminated
due to illness or equipment failure.

room with 20 toys of which

4

Each pair was observed in a play-

were provided in duplicate.

Mothers were

present but instructed to interact minimally
with the children.

Ses-

sions videotapes were exaiDined for conflict,
defined as "the incompati-

bility of the behavior of two children"

(op.

cit.

,

p.

107), beginning

with protest, resistance or retaliation and ending
when such acts were
absent for 30 seconds.

Conflict episodes, including the immediately

antecedent and subsequent behaviors, were transcribed
with the use of a
scheme of behavior categories.

Tlie

reliability of the transcribing

process was assessed by independent transcription of one-third
of the
sample; the average

%

agreement on individual records was 88% for con-

tent and 87% for duration.

The categori.-.ation of the events

(around

each conflict) was done by two coders worVing to obtain consensus.
Hay

&

Ross found 217 conflicts; 40 of 43 subjects were involved in at

least one.

The number of conflicts per pair per session averaged 2.3

and ranged from 0 to 14.

Conflicts occuined an average of 5.7% of the

Observation ti.e of all

W

sessions, lastin, an average of
23 seconds,

each during which an average
of 6 .oves occurred.

from

2

to 29 moves.

flicts.

The episodes ranged

Mothers intervened 72 times in 21%
of the con-

Struggles over objects were observed
156 times, interpersonal

disputes 26 times, and those with
toth interpersonal and object-related
themes 35 times.

Disputes in the last category were
twice as long in

average duration and average number
of moves.

Evidence was examined for

social qualities of object-related
conflicts, and the object-related

portions of the combined category were
included in the analysis.
mean number of moves in these conflicts
was

.5.6 of

The

which one was an

initiation, by definition, and an average
of 1.5 were classified as
yields.

The moves that were not yields were classified
as comjnunica-

tive, mean=1.4 per conflict, instrumental,
mean-2.0 per conflict, or

both, mean=0.7 per conflict.

Communicative moves were most frequent

(relative to other typos) as initiations, and least
frequent as moves

prior to a yield.
initiations.
to a yield.

struggles.

Instrumental moves were relatively less frequent as

The occurrence of combined moves was most frequent
prior

Several sorts of social actions occurred within object
There were 58 instances of forcible contact distributed

across 16.5% of conflict episodes.

In 23.1% of the conflicts there were

a total of 93 positive gestures including gentle touch, offering or

showing objects.
recorded.

In 53% of the struggles,

236 voi-bal remarks were

Most verbalizations were assertions of possession, negatives

("no, don't") or naming of the object.

Negatives were used most often

to defend possessions; possessive claims wore used to obtain and retain
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toys.

Based upon examination of antecedent and consequent
events, 75%

of the object struggles included evidence that
additional social concerns may have been involved.

The most common signs were

efforts to

(1)

got a peer's object despite the availability of duplicates,
and

parent disinterest in the prize by the victor.
during the first

3

Tlie

(2)

ap-

loser of a dispute

days had a 63% probability of initiating the next

dispute, while the previous winner initiated 37% of the following dis-

putes; this result differs significantly from the chance expectation of
50% each.

In analyzing the trends across the first three days, and the

differences between the groups on the fourth day, they found no reliable
main effects attributable to familiarization; there were no significant
trends over days, nor were there significant effects of switching half
the pair composition on the fourth day.

Prediction of the number of

conflict initiations on the fourth day, based on the three previous
days, was not better in the same partner group compared to the new

partner group (r=.66 and r=. 57, respectively

)

.

"Prediction of the

number of yields on the fourth day was reliably greater for the same

partner group" {r=.53 and r=.05, respectively)

(op.

cit.

,

p.

110).

The authors propose that toddlers' actions within conflicts escalate as the disputes progress.

previous dyadic experience.

Initiation of conflict seems related to

Their communicative efforts make it clear

that poors are treated as people, not as inanimate obstacles.

"In the

majority of disputes the tangible properties of the objects seemed
supplemented by their social significance" (op. cit., p. 111).

The
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predictability of conflict initiation
on the fourth day, based on initiation patterns of the first
three days and regardless of who
the
partner was on that fourth day,
suggests that dispositional factors

partly determne the propensity to
start fights.

Recent social experi-

ence is another determinant, insofar
as disputes are more likely to be

initiated by the loser of the previous
conflict than by the winner.

The

termination of conflict by yielding was
characteristic of particular
dyads, rather than of particular
individuals, suggesting that this

method of resolving disputes was utilized
in response to a particular
social situation.

The existence of prosocial elements within
the conflicts of
toddlers may
suggest that children's social skills are ac.
quired and refined, not only thiough their pleasant,
harmonious
encounters, but also through conflict (op. cit.
p. 112).
,
.

.

.

.

.

IV.

Social Relationship Among Pe ers

Very few writers have discussed the earliest peer relationships,
much less researched them quantitatively.

The two writers cited below

have not restricted their remarks to apply exclusively to toddlers;
in
fact, it appears that they had preschoolers in mind because of the
po-

tential variety of activities they pros'omed to be within the children's
scope.
Ilartup (1975)

suggested that friendship could be quantified socio-

metrically by the frequency of specific interactions.
developed peer attacliments.

Not all infants

Peer attachments were most intense when

parent-child relations were somehow impaired (Hartup, 1975).

Friendsliip

among peers was not indicated by any larticular set of social behaviors.

j.
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Early for^s of altruism,
empathy and cooperation may
function in early
friendships. Most importantly,
friendships were mutually regelated.

Responsibility was shared for initiation
and ter,nination of encounters,
and reciprocal responsiveness was
evident.
Hartup also noted that young
children seemed to get depressed when
separated from their friends.

If

the separation entailed playing
less, they could have been depressed
by
the separation or by the reduction
in opportunities to play.

(while

interactions are the building blocks of
relationship, frequency counts
cannot provide an adequate characterization.)
Hinde (1974, 1976)

v.as

much more helpful.

•Tine

first stage in the

scientific study of interpersonal relationships
should be one of de-

scription and classification" (1976,
p. 1).

The dividing line between

interaction and relationship is one which Hinde
says is difficult to

specify precisely.

Describing an interaction includes recording what

each participant did, how they did so, and in what
context.

The future

covrrse of a relationship is affected by each
interaction.

Interactions involving a sequence of behavioural events can be
classified according to the extent to which each response by
each
participant was determined by the preceding behaviour of the other
participant, and how much it was predetermined and independent
of
the other's behaviour.
Insofar as the behavioural events are independent of each other they can bo considered as units: insofar as
they form a predetermined sequence, that sequence can be considered
as a unit (1976, p. 3)
Hinde proposes five dimensions of relationships, as follows
(1976).

The first two were

(ii)

diversity of interactions.

tlie

(i)

the content of interactions, and

Relationships limited to

a sx:>ocific

type of interaction can be called "uniplex" in contrast to relationships
in

v.'hich a

variety of activities can be shared, called "multiplex"
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(1974, p.

17).

(lii)

Reciprocity

complementarity Is a dichotomy

which may b= best applied to
the constituent Interactions
rather than to
relationships. Hinders use of
"reciprocity here was synonymous with
the sy.stems term, "synmetry."

A reciprocal interaction is one in
which the participants show similar behaviour either simultaneously
or alternatly, Ihereas in a
complementary interaction the behaviour
of one differs from but
complements, that of the other (1976,
p. 7).
Another dimension was

(iv)

the qualities of interactions, including

"meshing" where "the goals of each are
aligned with the ongoing goals of
the other."

tivity"

Meshing may be a "correlate of some
aspects of intersubjec-

(1976, p. 10).

The way some individuals mesh is affected
but

not determined by the context and the
properties of either individual
(1974)

.

The final dimension was

(v)

the relative frequency and pattern-

ing of interactions, i.e., "emergent qualities

...

not present in the

separate interactions but emergent from the relations
between them"
(1976, p. 12).

V.

Conclusion

In this section, I will compile my critique of the
paradigms and

methods used.

Finally,

I

will discuss my thoughts about future research

in the field of peer interaction.

A.

Critique
It is i^opular to assume the importance of situational influences

on peer interaction (e.g., Hartup, 1970).

The term "cont--xt" is used in

a somewhat similar way to refer to virtually everything that impinges on

an Interacting dyad, including
present and past relationships.
course, the dyad impinges on the
context as well.

Of

This reciprocal

account o£ the dyad-context relationship
invokes a lot of systems theory
which is hard to justify with
empirical evidence. Perhaps it was
the
distance between the explanations
and the data which prompted Blurton
Jones to write, in 1967,

Many
obscure and highly verbalized ideas
about motivation or
organization of behaviour are attempts
to describe very compJex and
barely^understood relationships between
environment and behaviour
.

A common example of failure to appreciate
the relationship between

environment and behavior is found in the
descriptions of the subjects
involved in the research.

Many authors provided so little information

about the sample that di.screpant findings
were almost irreconciliable
Ideally, a researcher would be interested
in family relationships of

each subject, and those with their friends,
kin, and greater conmunity.
On a more technical level, the data-gathering
methods of some

studies were ill-suited to the design of the coding
system.

Wlien the

observer alternated periods of observation and recording,
s/he risked

missing responses which occurred with latency longer
than the length of
the observation time-window.

Behavior categories which have a time cri-

terion in the scoring rule can be under-represented in the
data, if an
ob.servation of the criterion behavior must be terminated by
the end of

an observation period.

Another problem is the failure to distinguish among data of different logical types.

Formally, individuals must bo distinguished from

j>
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classes.

Frequency data does not yield
the sa.e inferences as
event

sequences.

-n.is

argument was developed earlier
in this Appendix.

current peer relations research
still includes two basic paradigms which seem so different
tht they might not be applicable
to the
same questions. Some authors
(e.g., Mueller) studied
children who w<
•.'ere

already familiar with each other;
others chose strangers, perhaps
to
avoid quantifying or describing
familiarity (Eckerman, 1979). All
that
could be observed, when the children
were strangers, is their specific

adaptation to facing a stranger in (what
we assume the children perceive
as)

a potentially social situation.

As strangers became familiar over

time, the developmental changes within
individuals were confounded by

changes in their interaction resulting
from familiarity.

The study of

strangers informs about the start of
relationships, while the study of
familiars illuminates the normal interactive
capacities of the children
involved.

B.

Prospectiv e
The frontier of research in peer relations
seems to be the study

of relationships.

The relationship (along with the setting) provides

the narrowest context in which any particular
interaction can have

meaning.

Wliat is

needed is a lexicon of social interaction with which

the structure of relationship can be described.

Tlie

social behavior is too atomistic for this purpose.

vocabulary of
There are too many

behaviors, too much variety in content to exhibit the regularities
in
form.
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The independence of for.
and content is debatable.

it see.ns that

object-mediated contacts differ fro.
direct contacts in .ore than content.
ic.

The inclusion of the object
.akes the configuration almost
triadThe object has structural
properties in the interaction, quite

apart from the constraints it puts
on the content of the interaction.
An example should be helpful.

pot with spoons.

Suppose two children alternate beating
a

The utensils serve as a medium
of coi..nunication

The

.

topic, or content, might be the utensils
themselves, but it might be

anything else that can be conveyed
through them, such as the rhytl^ or
tone of the sounds created.

Compare:

an adult dyad has a telephone-

mediated relationship; they might discuss
the telephone itself, or not.

Another aspect of peer relationships that
needs to be explored is
the role of manifest affect.

I

hypothesize that familiar peers use each

other's affective displays as a metacoiranunication
about the course of
the present interaction.

Positive affect seems to mean, "I like this,

lefs continue," while negative affect seems
change or stop."

to mean,

"I protest,

let's

(Verbal negotiation can serve these functions,
too,

when the children acquire sufficient linguistic
comptence.)

A tost of

this interpretation could be to observe the
interaction of two toddlers

who are clearly "friends," who "get along well
together."

Their affect

should predict whether or not shifts occur in the immediate
course of
the interaction.

If this test validated the interpretation, then vari-

ous dyads might be compared by determining for each relationship
how
well overt affect predicts continuity of their interactions.

APPENDIX B
LETTER TO PARENTS AND CONSENT FORM
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Department of Psychology
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003
March 1, 1982

Dear Parents:
As parents of children using a
University-affiliated day care
program, your cooperation is requested
for a research project.
I am
studying peer interaction among toddlers.
I want your permission
to

record observations of your toddler interacting
with the other children
in his/her group.
Let me emphasize two important points.
First, neither I nor my
research assistants will intervene in the
children's activities; wo
will only watch and write.
Second, I will protect the privacy of the
children's play by omitting last names entirely
from my records; the
'

identifying information which
cal comparison of groups.

I

request will be used only for statistiwould like to knov^ your child's age,
I

height, weight, and how much prior experience
he/she has in group day
care

These observations will not be a source of any risk
to any child.
Your permission, once given, can be witlidrawn at any
time for any
reason
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions
about
this project. My home phone number is 549-4824.
(I am a graduate

student in Developmental and Clinical Psychology, as well as
a part-time
School Psychologist.)
Thank you for your attention.
Sincerely,

\

Jeffrey Lov/ell
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Parent Consent Form

understand that the poor intoraction
research project, conducted
by Jeffrey I«„ell under the auspices
of the Psychology Deparl.nent of
the
university of Massachusetts, consists
strictly of observation of children's play, the data will not be
utilized for any other purpose.
Mr.
lowell has offered to answer any
questions I nay have about this study.
Also, I have been inforn,ed that I may
withdraw my permission at any
I

time, without consequence.

YES:

give my permission for observations of
my child to be recorded
for use in this study.
I

Signed,

^^^G

(parent or guardian)

Child's first name
Date of birth

Height

Weight
NO:

I

do not permit the use of observations of my child in
this study.

Signed

Date

Child's first name

(parent or guardian)

